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This volume represents Fulmii-iaiion 'of the Work,begin ifi jiil
19751; the Unifersity o California, at -Los

117
=ma -V,small', 1,

&)nference sponsored by the Spencer-Foundation on,th roblem \ :-

of school-to.worii trans tiOn. We were fortunate in haVidg experti '1
. not-Only from IJCLA hut --elsewhere addrea this problem andin

,

par ticul or,- the,role of comniunisy collesek,rm producirig anti resolv1-. --,
. _

''t.
It will be evident in reading the following articles, that the' ,

s, umptions of the authors vary considerably abotit the pet%lem .

its solution. B t we have grouped theke ankles in anordeethat
proceed's' fr6m ilesriptions of the problem itielf to alternative pro-
posali for solutions and finally to 'specific coneernsAbout the_imple- ,
mentatibn of these solutions in exfsting institutions. We hope this'
.sequence of analysisfrom the nature of the problem to techniqu s
for it Iresolution, from,".the description cif today's_reality tO ri e-
scriptions of tomori-Ow's,-possibilitieswill Stimulate _further atten-
ion and Acfion on the transition from classroom:to workplace; and

we are indebied to ,thr , Spencer Foundation Arid our authors fo
,

their ccintribtition to this goal.

_ .

I-IArry F. Silbernian
Mark B. Ginsbu

_

Issue. Edirors



agr dirnensions'can b used foic1atstfi
uthe issuePinvoked in mcrang

. vio adulthodd arid o hrsilforil to wa-
,

_ 4

-0 ñi- yôfihe. is5des
mthe sch001--to-wA

harry f. silberman
/

f
.

Every day the mass media broadcast the symptoms of a society in
which young people pre having difficulty in moving from school to

-

work and from youth to-adulthood. Such symptoms as high tates of
alcalzolisni..and campus vandalism have been documented in a vaik

ty of reporti% For -example, California's recent Reform of Inter-
mediate and Secondary Education (RISE) Commission presented

I spine, statistics that are hard fo ignore: amOng them, a 1973 divorce ..-
ratvin the stase of 0,9._percent, and a suicide rate for fifteen- to
4twentk-four-yearldi- that has more than doubled in the past teii
years and th s now second only to auto accidents as the highes

/cause of d h.in this age.group.
,y\ scholars, suchAs Bronfenbrenner and Coleman, have

attrib ted these symptoms to the isolation of youth, their lack of
adult role mOdels, their lack of community, and other'factarsi They
-note that, unlike the Waltpns of television, modern families do not
work at hom6 anymore, do noedepend on their neighbors, are set -

regated by age, 'do not need-the help of, young people, arid often
favor keeping _young people .under the protective custody of the



6schools aricl.college , _rather than underf4cit or .ernaployed in the: jOb
'world. Hence, toda 's Youth:have a hard time making the-transition

, to Work-and adu ood;Career, educatian'ia one F-ethod tO, ease thii
transition and the community coltegea are in a-unique position to
provide ft, since t ey can play a facilitating and bridging role for
people who 4re ssirig baeli and forth between6schoo1 and work.
Their student po ulation is9more repie§entative of the pdpulation
as a whole than ose' of other-segmentN'if, higher education, and

_ _ ,

the growth ,of th g cared'. programs,since about 1970 has exceeded':
_ _ _

that of their trans er programsi--
But career -education _is now in-_the:"retreniiiingq. stage, ofi

policy evolution. The initial thrust thatlaunched the first proggamsf
has given_ way fo prehminary evaluation and inel'iltableieexamina--
tionboth of program concepts-and of_ their mode of implernenta-
tion. It is becoming 43-Parent, "fof.eirairiple,---thaf 'most early wokIC
experience_pgogTams were undertaken with-insufficient appreciation
of _their-ion-line maitagement Costs. Educarorsi. generallysunit'd -
that these Coits woutd be absorbed by the hOst enterprise;Iuf while--
management might agreetto die costs, they-did not expect anylesi
productivity from regular employees who:hid to ,absorb the costs.
Vefy little data is availalyle on the capacity of work organizations to
absorklearners. 'Oben Bolan s paper discusses,this problem

Since -.critical appraisal s. of-career education are beOnning to
appear irr the' literature-there. is a need to develop conceptual dls:
tinctions . that will help place suCh appraiiift in perspectKre and tlar-

_ ify the_main issues, FoUr dimensions can beAsecrsto-plassifylhese,_
issues: first, a technical-social continnum;--sectind,

rinsm; thirdi -conservatiii-lsin4ilairalism;: and fourth,' centalism
&centralism, The remainder of tIis ankle describes issues on thest,

ImenslOns

la technicaksocial confinuum
i

,

The fifst and most obvious dimension that -differentiates
among proponents of,various solutions to the school-to-work prob-
lem is the choiedof educationargoals. The traditional emphasispas -
been on , technical job skills: Vocational educators have concep-
lualized the- tran, tion problein as a deficit of such occupational ,-

_skills. -The solution is to make children aware of occupations in the ,
elementarx schncd, to have them explore occupaiions in the junior
high s9hool, and than to develop the technical skills in senior high
school and community college or on The job itself. Studenta,learn to

9



use 4 welding torch, operate a lathe, run a printing press, dobody
'and fender, Work, or whatever technical skills 'are in-demand4farcia
Freedman's paper reviews the avennes for'such training.

At the other end of this eontinuurn of goals-the emPhasis is
on social skill's, (planning together, making group ,decisions, _being
assertive, and so on). These generalizable Coping skills are common
to almost any woik-organization.-De_citiOn making,.problem solving,
and comruunie'ation skills arc neceisary in most'interpersonal situ&
tions in lite. Educators at this,,'end pf the continuum '-conceptualize
he transition problem as the /absence of opportunity formaking

-isioni, solving problems, and accepting responspility. T
to proVIde students with exii61enc'es thRt invove.intensive

interaction and inter ependency with other people. Such experi-
ences mayi not nece sanly, require any hand work, tools, or opera-
tion of te'chnical 9jparatus . The-major emphasis is on the soc
earning outcomes,1father than on technical skills.

This technical-sociaFgoals conthmum has some important im-
plicationi for the/ type Of instruction and site-where learriina should
take place. If technical are emphasized, individualized instruc-

_
2- non at a.,,,locatin that includes shops and appropriate hardware is

required. If social skills are pmphasized, team training in locations
that contain adults with managerial.responsibility are required. The
characteriitics of the stag 'dre also influenced br choice of'goals.

specialists . and trained craftsmen .may be in. greater del
. ,
mand at the technical end pf this Aimension. A Varietr of mkture
role models from a much briiader set of-Organizations may be used
for the social goals: A technical emphasis requires different lead
times, for ti'aining, and xocational guidance information is needed at
an earlier point in the student's academic career to help match stu,
Aents with jobs (see Charles Healy's paper). Naturally both techni-
cal and social skills are required for adult competence, but the
mphasis of educators varies gratly along, this dimension and the

resultingpolicy decisions certainly affect the ability of schools and
c011eges to ease the transition of-youth rom school to work. \

an .ndividualism-altruism continuum

A number of current observers are 'saying that humin nature
is basically altruistic and that excessive individualism is a sign of
.patholou and the root of the youth transition problem: For exam-
ple, Robert Hogan (1975) has describeira "theory abdut the role of
human ,needs . in organizations. Successful organizations whether

10'



ey...he schools, work, -otgovernment, should, according to Hogan's
role.theory, contain three_ ingredients to satiify its members: (1)
social attention and interation',, (2)' Order, and predictability:in
everyday affairi, and (.3) oppoitunity for aggressive ,self-cxpression:,
From this perspective, an organiation such as the Synanon founda-

-,rtion gets very _high ,grades Brooks Carder's paper). Also from,
this perspective Levitan and Johnston (1975) have criticized advp--
cates of radical work reform:They-point out that hard work is heA
to stay and that restructi4ng,of workis likely to be perceived by
workers as a subtle cor,,garne tot...convince them that Ions); jobs'are-
not so bad after A. LeVit4n''arra johnsion argue. that_meaningful_
work and work productivity are in copflict and, furthennorejthat
many people enjoy thn very "idiot jobs" that the humadstic work
reformers find repugnant. They say that the work reformers are-

_ .

mnrely projecting their own tastes onto people whom they do not
understand: "In discussing workers 'trapped' in routine factory jobs
some workplace analysts often seem to .see reflections of them-

_

selves: the descfiptions of work sound as though the facierries Were
_... _ ._ _

fille 'with restlesi,inquisitive consultants cliained to assembly lines. _
- ,

There seern to be no placid TV watchers, none Who may be pleased
with' siinple . repetitive laskS dr high wages or long weekends" (p
178). \

Ana her, prominent observer who has -begiin to recommend
duty and a truism over, egOisticwindividuAism is Donald Campbell
(1975). whq; in,hisi,Presidential address ai the August 1975 meeting
of the_AAiericarLPsychologicaLAssociatinn, came outiagainit
popular psychological view of human nature as being selfish and_

greedy and proposed that the traditional morg view of humankind
as basically altruistie and cooperative more accurately describes the
social evolutionlbf our .basic human na lire. Since humans ate in-
Satiable animals, shifting their adaptat' n level upWard when the
level of Oleasurable input increases, Campbell chided his fellow
psychologists for having led 'Oeople . to believe that they are being
cheated if their experiences are not totally.pleasurable Such,un-
realistic high -expectation levels may be creating much* frustration--
and dissatisfaction with work experience. A doctrine recoffirnending., .
dnty rather than one promising pleaiure might consequently pro-
duce more overaQpleasure.

This is not a new point of view. Hobart Mowrer turned Freud. .
upside down sonic. fifteen %ears ago when be bew_.suggesting that
patients follow iheir conscience and publiclyiione for 'their sins
and change their ways rather than talk awa% their guilt If you feel



guilty, do your
eel better.

The- other p
psycnological literatu
of 'humans. For exam
problem of individuat
work experience and
experience by the supe
&Me 'may be obtained

if ypu see a Mess, clean it up. You will,
e_ ;sat 'this sbntinuum, more' farnikar in the"
e 4dyorates individualism asftheSnorrnaltate

, Julius Seernan (1973) commenting onthe
n-stresses the dangers of cloie sitpervision of ,

otes: that while clos'
's'or Tay shdpe a btter pre/duet; that, out-.:

only at the exipense_of aUtonoiny and self-
responsible betavior oti. he part of the student. proposes instead

_superdsors.::!fosterthe_process, of awarenesi studenti"
'cl "enhance their. trust and 'utilization of their =awn ,experien

(p.1905).
fn another exaMple, the Sarasonsi/and Cowden (19M) sym-

pathize with young peOple wanting to do theirown tkuug and have--
equated vocatidnalchoice- -with- agiiig-and, dyirig. Their, concern is

= th4i 70-ikgeS_.pressure _students,: fo narrow_ their_choices, declare_ a,
majoi, and hasten _the process of becoming-mired in the-establish-
:mem. They point out that in interviews college students' evince
much ginet desperation:about, having been ,moldedto accept _

tic oPtionsIn a period of rapidly changing joib titles it dors not
seem sensible to prepare students for a single career.-

a conservative-liberal c ntinuum

A third diniension-that-is-similartri-theindividuahsuFaltruism
meniionis the conseivative-liberal continuurn. The liberal'end of
's scale expresses deep concern over the problems Of xapitalism

with its einphasis on maximizing profits rather than quality of fife.
Proponents believe 'that the Capitalist economy resultS in periodic
crises that are independent of the will of individu4l capitalists; who _

_

try to save their profits by increasing exploitation of warkers in Cut-
ting all unnecessary expenses pertaining to the quality,of working
life., The end result is gross inequity in the distribution of goods and
power and the-creation of unemployment; UnderenploYment, and
worker dissatisfaction. Liberal reforms are prescribed especially irf
the promotion of true industrial democracy and restructuring of the
work system (see James Taylor's paper on reetructunng).

Liberals see the communify colleges as aiding, the corrupt -

economic system by socializing approximately half their students to
relinquish higher aspirationd to accept inferior work rOles at the
bottom of -the existing oeC73ational hierarchy. Such liberals view



with great suspicion coMmunity college ,efforts in such ptograms as
cooperative education. In a recent critique of career education,
-Grubb and Lazerson (1975) went so far as to suggest that the intro-
duction of work experience in the schools might have just th,F oppo-
-site effect from_ that intended and that "feelings of aliengtion,
_anomie, and disconnectedness, or physical Manifestations such as
hypertension, high blood pressure, and poor Mental _health might
begin 'earlier," caused by the negative and boring nature of most
"real work" (p. 466).

'At the other, more conservative end of the continuum are
;hose who basically accept- the economic system as it is and who do
not .see jab redesign or radical work'refOrm as practical or useful. If
anything,athey fear ihat the expanding role of government reduces'
the entrepreneurial. effort required to raise national productivity to
a levgl that can provide a higher standard of living for everyone.
They also fear a possible shift to totalitarianism.

Conservatives see the community collecrqes at aiding the eco-
<

.normc system by preparing people for productive roles in the labor
force or for further education. They deny the radical arguments
that most work is alienaiing and cite evidence to the contrary from
recent reports that the work attitudes and values of modem youth'
are pOsitive and are similar to those of then parents. The conser6-
fives call for a renewed commitment to the work ethic on behalf of
public needs. They ,ate encouraged in their efforts by ffillow-up
studies of vocational education showing that commUnity college
graduates are fairly well satisfied with their current positions, even
in those Cases where their positiods were not closely related to their
cornmunity college preparation. Conservatives gre pleased that te-
cent follow-up surveys show exceptionally high percentages Of grad-
uates working in their field of preparation (especially in the health
and public service Fields) in the range of 70 to 100 percent, Wilms'
study (1974) to the contrary notwithstanding.

a centralism-deccntralism confinuorn

A fourth dimension is centralism-de-centralism. The centralist
position holds that strong institutional cross-linkages and central
coordination are essential to a smooth transition between school
and work. The problem of school-to-work transition is viewed as
systemic, as being rooted in the problems of the larger society;
hence, colleges cannot solve it by themselves. Multiple organizations
must be involved.



The linking agents may take different fOrms. Raul Barton sug-
gests networks or &immunity councils- representing Schools, ,em-
ployers, labor union'S, parents, service organizations, youh, and

eeffectivcitizens. Bob' Bolan of UCLA's Craduate School or Man-
ageMeni has proposeCestablishingin repote areas, regional centers
that can serve as intermediaries* betweert the business and govern-
ment organizations hi thoscoreas and a Variety of distanIcolleges.
These regional centers would be coordinated at state and national
Tevels.

Other countries have long sin& adcipted more centralized
models with national manpower planning agencies external to edu-
cationkl institutions and %Fith strong rooti'in the occupational struc-
ture. O'Shea has proVosed similar Eloards be estathished at the state
level in the United States. He also proposer the creation of an
agency in each state,, with a counterpart agency at the federal level
to provide planning services, financial support and even regulation,
if necessary, of all nonacademic education, public and-private. In
addition, he calls for the upgrading of the status of vocational and
continuing education by making a clearer separation between them
and regular liberal arts colleges. In short, the centralist believes that
the transition problem requires much more than changes at the level
of the community college. While changes at this level certainly are
necessiry, they must be set within our overall reform of ihe entire
system of postsecondary education in order to be effective,.

At the other, decentralized end of this 'continuum, One has
but to compare the incentives and costs to ihe various parties to
such complex linking arrangements to question their feasibility (see
Louis Solmon's paper for an analysis of such incentives). Such ar-
rangements inevitably require the present community college facT
ulty and administration to relinquish some autonomy control and
perhaps some' fiscal resources as well. Given the conventionalism of
professionals, those presently in authority dee unlikely to transfer
power to other groups when community college prospects for con-

,

tinued prosperity are qo great. Projections of con tinued.high enroll-
ments offer little stimulus for reform. In support of such an opti-
mistic forecast, Carrol and Morrison speculate, from demographic
trends that predict a larger, older population, that members of that.
population will most likely return, to community colleges. Further,
the forthcoming economic squeeze on parents with multiple chil-
dren of colloge age due to dose spacing of births in the post-1950
era will likely divert-many more of these children to the less expen-
sive community colleges. Consequently, the community colleges are

1 4



less likely to be affected by the overall decline in predicted enroll-
ments for other higher education sectors..

Another argument against adoption of centralized systems
used in other countries is that incentiyeAconditions existing in those
countries do not exist in the Unite,d States. Mr example, the strong
ideological base in countries such as Cuba and China that provide
the moral and social incentives for total community effort in assist-
ing with the school-to-work transition does not 'exisrin this country
see the papers by John Hawkins and Tom LaBelle). The serious

threat to national economic survival in r ngland and Wales that has
motivated the development of a national manpower policy_there
also does not yet exist here. Nevertheless, there are some notable
experiments of pilot projects in this country that demonstrate the
possibility of coordinated institutional linkages.

conclusion

The purpose of sifting out the basic dimensions Of the prob-
km is lo provide better perspective to the reader. Descriptions and
evaluations of educational programs sometimes serve as a projective
test that tells more about their authors than the phenomena they
w'rish to describe. Differing Opinions result from differing goals, dif-
fering views of human nature, differing views on the American, eco-
nomic system, and the plausibility of national solutionst rob-

'ems. It is especially important to be sensitive to ths underlying
assumptions of policy-related reports, because solutions to non-
existent or exaggerated problems oftcn exacerbate Ihe very prob-
lems they were intended to solve.

As one reads the papers in this monograph it may seem that
other dimensions than the four described above might-better sum-
marize the major assumptions. For example, one reviewer suggested
a utopian-tragic dimension. Many taxonomies are possible. The
main advant.age of making such assumptions explicit is to assess the
latitude for compromise and resolution of competing proposals.
Authors of different proposals that have similar basic assumptions
on the four dimensions would be expected to more easily resolve
their differences without appeal to the adversarial process. Their re-
search evidence can be expected to converge.
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Trend data associated with increased alienation-
-and a decrease irt coping skills among youth ,

point to symPtonis of inadequate socialization
of young people to.adulthood.

youth disihtegration:
the data

edward wynne

The process of growing up in America is dangerous and tension rid-
den for our children, especially for our adolescents. The disturbing
truth is that, the problem of American adoleScents is widespread,
that it is much worse than in the past_and that it is evidently be-
coming further aggravated. high .proportidn of these troubled
adolescents are present or po ential cornmunity.college students.

attitudes evincing alienation

Between 1948-1949 aru. 1968 successive freshman classes at
liaverford College took the Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory test
(Ileath, 1968, p: 67). A sampl of the student responses reveals the
steady and incremental decline in youth attitudessyMpathetic to
cooperative and group activities: more and more, the students
evince attitudes consonant with withdrawal from contacts or from
responsibilities connecting them to others.

This growth of Withdrawal attitudes among Ilaverford itu-
dents was coupled with an apparent simultaneous increase in ego-
istic attitudes: between 1948 aw.I 1968, the proportion of such
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students- who thought they could work great lrnefit to theworld if
.given a chance, rose from 40 percent. to _66 percent, while tlie,pro7
portion of these seventeen-year-olds who thought they knew more,
than' eXperts rose frctm 20 percent. to 38 percent (Heath, 1968,13.

)68). lt was not Clear how these increasingly withdrawn and intro-
vetted students could (1) render such benefits without human inter-'

i
action, or (2) acquire the experiences needed tobeeome so knowl-

sdgeabler_
Other data about youth _attitudinal trends shows .that the

Haverford patterns are represeniative of trends diSplayed by succes- .

sive cohorts of late adolescents on many college campuses. For_

example, Hogue (1970) 'found that agreement with the statement:
"Human nature g fundamentally more codperative," declined from
66 percent and 70 percent to 51 percent and 55 percent, at Dart-
mOuth _C011ege and the University of Michigan respectively. Addi-
tionally, stlident agreement with the statement, "Most of what I am
learning in college is very worthwhile," declined from 67 percent
and 74 percent to 58 percent and 57 percent, respectively. More-
over, when the students were asked to identify private and public-
institutioni (for examplt, school, church, family) to which they felt
related, the number and intensity of summed identificatiOns de-
clined from 296 and 25-9 to 269 and 206, respectWely. Other .

studies on student atrtitudinal- trends were conducted at Several un-
name'd private colleges between the early 1950s and 1966 (Freed-
man ancl Kanzer, 1970, p. 158, 155). Those studies showed shifts
on an attitudinal eXpression scale _evaluating" student desire for
impulse expression from 41 percent (gm-impulse) to 54 percent,
and a decline in the proportion .of students describing.the need to
be liked as,"very important- from 48 percent to 26 percent .

in erpretation

The data demonstrate that increasing youth alienat on is a
long-range trendat least twenty-five years oldand th t It may
assume many 'forms. The trend raises very importand so I policy,

.issues, going to the central question of social continuity. The survi-
val of any society depends on its ability to create sue'cessive cohorts
committed to the continuity of its major traditions. Those tradi-
tions include matters such as the production of goods and services
that will be used to maintain the young, the aged, and the ill; the
maintenance (through taxes and military service) of a necessary de-
fense establishment; the persistence of A decent level of public



order; and the commitment df citizens to constiuetive comnwnity
_ and,political activitieS4b 'sustain the commonwealth. The modes of

sati4ing these traditions are Mutable, and necessarily include adap-
tations. However, widespread and continuing coMmitment to the

- central themes of those traditions is central. Without such conimit-
ments, adults of productive age may fail to adequately provide for,
the emotiOnal ahd physical needs of the yo'ung or old; soCiety may
not maintain an adequate leliefrof defense; public disoider may pol-
luIte social life witli fear, 'or simply make sociability sO unpleasant
that we- adopt cellular modes of existence; and community and
political activities inay be abandoned to irresponsible arid incompe-
tent leaders. and followers, and. governed by short-sighted egoism.
These disastrous outcomes can be the product of excessive,personal
cynicism, withdiawal, anger, selfishness, and social incompetence

. among our youths and adults. Essentially, these characteristics are ,
related to alienation., '

Suicide rates are a classical tool for the analysis ,Of alienation
The rate measures a finite phenomenathe_ aet of self-destruction-

any single society,.such acts will tend to have i relatively con-
stant significancethe individual was faced with overwhelming emo"
tional demands.

The serhinal study of suicide rate patterns was done by Durk-
heim. He concluded that, in modern societies, I:suicide varies in-
versely with the degree of Integration of the social groups of:which
the individual forms' a part" -(Durkheim, 1951 [1897] , p. 209).
Individuals who were identified with weakened or disintegrated
groups w-cre more independent, or as he put it, -egoistic." Durk-
helm described egoistie suicide as a type of suicide arising from

:excessive individualism.
But Durkheim was concerned with more than egoistic con-

duct. He also hypothesized that alienated persons would be exces-
sively inclined towards loneliness and withdrawal.. The use of drugs
and alcohol are Soften especially associa"ted with' such attitudes,
Sometienes, such use may be in a social contexta dope or drinking
partyhut frequent or intense use under any circumstances typi-
cally signifies that the substance is a "crutch," used to cover uP tile
users' sense or social inadequacy. The same sense of inadequacy is
implied by the responses to the 'attitudinal questions that suggest
increasing drives towards isolation; for example, the growing stress
on privacy as a personal aspiration. In other words, the data simply
demonstrates the increasing egoism and loneliness among the
young.
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-conclusion

In hi- :study on uicide; Durkheim was not especially, con-

.
cerned witJ schools, b t with social institutions-in general. He con-

'tended that-the increa e in suicide_ rates typical-in Modern societies.

is only an indicator the- t&sion created byNiodernization.
,LL --

concluded his,analys s With a plea for the creation of socialinstitu-

tions that would in ase 'the individuali sense, of group embedded.

rilent. He fully un rstood that .such institutions%would appear in a

"guise that would stirb modern-Inateriabsm, individualism, liberal-
, ,

ism,.and rationali
Obviously Durkheirri's- alysis is highly. pertinent .to the cir-

clunstanees surr unditi modem adolescents. In the past twenty-
five to fcirty y.ears, schools have become larger, more bureaucratie,
ahd more rernclved from cominunity life. Many junior high schools,

high schools, and colleges have developed programs ihat bring indi-

vidual studerts 'int6 only fleeting contacts with other students of
faculty. The1 programs have given increasing 'stress to cognitive 'de-
velopment tlompared to the stimulation of significant intergenera-
tional,".inte cohoft, and interstudent ties, Simultaneously, students

have had iminishing experience in significant v;ork; have hacl the

median le gth of their school e,xperience prolonged; and have more
freqpktly grown up in bedroom communities: w.here they hoe.t.

been isolated from intergenerational and interclass contacts:3i is
thus quyite natural that 'students would experience growing disinte-
gration/ from communal life, and display increasing symptonis of

alienation.
To deal with the Challenges implieit in the preceding discus-

.

slop, we will need to consider remedies that increase the variety and

intensity of adult contacts for our youths. Furthermore, Ive muse
restructure the character of the interpeer contacts that do arise, so
that pro-social attitudes and experiences occur. These prescripcions
have already been suggested by a number of social scientists (Won-
fenbrenner, 1974; Coleman, 1974; Wynne. 1974). Clearly, such
compkx long-range, evolutionary changes will have impprtant im-

plitations for, community college management.
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Work expe ence for youth can be.a means of developing
*-, coping,decision making, and problem solving skills .

personal outcomes as goals
careereducation

evan r. keislar

A key feature of recent developments in career education ha's been
the stress on broader, more affectively 'oriented-outcomes. Al-
though this emphasis partially reflects a renewed recognition of the
importabce of the contextual aspects of the learning proess, it also
is stImulated by the broader conception-of the role of career educa-
tion. Hoyt and others, for example, speak of career education as 1.11e-.
preparation for all meaningful and productive activity "including
leisure-time interests, volunteer efforts, citizenship responsibilities,
and home life" (Hoyt and others, 1972', p. 2). While the fields of-
career guidance and vocational competence are still of, cen'trid con-
cern, this enlarged concept of cureer education has _of necessity
focused greater attention on the higher cognitive and affective goals-
of education.

These more general objectives of career educatio , however,
have not been clarified or agreed on; each contributor to the field
emphasizes different kinds of outcomes or at least expresses them
in different words. Nevertheless, these learnings,each reflect a set of
general characteristics that an individual demonstrates in a wide
variety of career settings quite independent of specific vocational
competencies. These personal outcomes, as wc shall rcfcr to them,
include fiuch qualities as thc following: decision-making skills, self-
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management strategies, pOSitive 4ttitudes toward work (for exam-
ple, self-expression and-social contribution), motivatiOn to achieve,

a sense of responsibility, belief in the sel( as an agent(compare with
Coleman's term destiny control), interperSonal skills, self-assertive-

ness without alienation of others, ability to learn from failure, and
ability, to e;faluate one's own performance.

While the broader view of career education must be ap-
plauded on 'many, counts, career educators must tome to grips With

the problems posed by the demand for such personal outcomes. It
is the purpose of this paper to review some of the implications for
career education that appear to be common to most of such out-
comes. The discussion is oriented toward the design of programs for
students approaching young adulthood, with special reference to
work experience activities.

Although such personal outcomes.are likely to be given high

pricaity in most statements of educational goals, unfortunately,
they have received rarely more than lip service in the schools for a
number of reasons, some of which 'are impressive. Generally, such
qualities have been regarded as part of a student's personality,
formed early in life and practica4 impossible to change by school-
ing. These personal attributes consequently are seen as part of the
given, the immutable characteristics of the individul learner to
which insteuction must be adapted where possible.

nature and assessment of personal outcomes

Although the broad outcomes were refered to earlir by a
set of facile phrases, each one involves a broad and-varied set of
.leamings, For .example, although in some,,career edacation contexts
the term decision-making ability refers solely 'to career selection, it
is more frequently'employed to denote the wide range of decisions
of almost any kind which might be made in ,onc's occupation. Used
in this latter fashion, the term refers to- the ability to solve almost
any problem whose solution imPlies a course of personal action; the

term decision making is as broad as problem solving itself. Although
a wide rano of processes is involved:Most of them are situation
specific: that is, in any given situation, the detision made is likely

to be characterized by features appropriate only to the specific set-,
ting in-question. At the same time, there are a number of getierat.
decision-making strategies or heuristics that individuals find useful

in many broad classes of situations see Keislar, 1969; Covington

--. and others, 1972).



. Unfortunately, the instruments used to assess -these broad
personal outcomes are generOly far from adequate. A fairly recent
and complete annotated index to all commercially available mea-
sures in the higher cognitive and 'affective domains (Hoekner and
dthers, 1972) finds few of these instruments satisfactory. Most of
the kssessrnent devices use paper and pencil self-report techniques
whose results can rarhly- be uncritically aCcepted. Yet, for many
purposes, such methods are indeed valuable to use with young
adults and tfieir further development needs to be encouraged. But
in career education the valid assessment of a broad range of 'per-
sonal outcomes calls for a variety of approaches,including role-
playing activities, simulation games, the use of uranged work set-
tings, and depth interviews(Note the valuable insights obtained by
Terkel, 1975, in his book, Working.) And sinCe many personal out-
comes are so complex and subtle that valid estimates of the results
of a program may be impossiblc to obtain for the foreseeable
future, it may be better to observe many aspects of the process dur-
ing the petiod of instruction ai to make ip.krences as to what is
being learned.

programs to foster pertonal outco

To what extent can students be helped to develop in diree-
tions suggested by any of these personal outcomes? Which ones
seem to be most amenable to change? There is little doubt that
many of these outcomes are profoundly influenced by experiences
outside of the schools throughput a child's life, but school expe
ences may have a significant impact, however modest. As might be
expected, considefing .the state of measurement procedures in . this
field, few empirical data are available. The results from' short, ex-
perimental studies have been mixed, but several have yieide' 4:1 post-'
tive results (Covington and others, 1972; Hill, 1974; Kolb, I 65).

More iMportant in manY ways are the promising results of
projects conducted over a longer period of time. At the high school
level, Mosher and Sprinthall 'i 1971) introduced a program of
psychological education including student participation in nursery
school teaching and other responsibility-laden adult activities, coti-
pled with group discussion; significant improvements on a number
of personal outcomes were found including psychological and moral
maturity. Alschuler (1973) also has reported success with school
programs designed to foster achievement motivation among high

IF

school students,
1

2,1
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In the finA analysis, the studies must be canied out at the
local school level. In plannirig and conducting career education pro-

ams, educators may find it valuabloto explore the fields of affec-
tive or psychological education, which offer many sUggestions and
reiource materials. But the particular pattern'of goarls and the ap-
proaCh ackipted will dePend largely on loGal needs, availablo_re:,
sources, and staff interest and commitment; the pattern of sucEess
will differ from one school to another.

conditions to enhance personal growth

%
. .

, .
The importance of growth. iri personal outcomes becomes

most -apparent when the cumiculum, following Tho ike's prin-
cipLer of identic0 elemedts, is made "realistic," culrnina g in actual

VI

work experiencj. It is here, for example, that interPersonal skills,
self-management strategies, or attitudes toward work become mos.t
salient. It is here that the career educator and the student alike, by
noting the learner's'strengths and deficiencies, will gain insights into
what might be done in these areas. Furthermore, it is just such a
work setting where many persbnal growth outcomes can be fos-
tered.

One value of actual work experience is that powerful adult
rewards and challenges are encountered by the learners. TO over-
come the frequent resistance cto change,stroni motivation is likely
to be necessary. Many young adults respond only half-heartedly to .
school progrrams where teacher approval, grades, or even diplomas
constitute the major rewards offered; many others find little chal-
lenge in the routine of steady ' but Slow progress toward compe-
tence. But adOlescents, as McCandless (1970) pointed out, are
"eager to enter the work world." The first introduction to adult
occupational fife is likely to be so deeply moving that it can offer
opportunities for creative and profound chlinges. .

. A productive work experience can also provide-inuch needed
guidance in fostering personal outcomes. Although such qualities
cannot be taught simply by imparting to the learner the best tech-
niques, the leatner, is considerably helped by contact with a variety
of experienced wOrkers, each of whom constitutes a more or less
effective model of work behavior and attitude. The learner is also
likely to find a range of specific suggestions about what and how he
or she should change. What a good work experience offers, in par-
ticular, is authentic and informative fec.dback for one's efforts,
information that is often expressed in no uncertain terms! By

2



sncountering such consequences of different ways of relating to the
work emironment, each individual has the opportunity to develop',
sometimes M startlingly rapid fashion, the broad'outcomes we have
mentioned.

At the same time, even though they polish up their voca-
tional skills, witere learners face work situations they -inadequately
understan.d, where they grasp at straws to Help them cope with-the
new demands, many new workers develop poor attitudes and
superficial ways of relating to their work settings. The potential 'con-
tribution of work experience is productive personal growth is conse-
quently lost. Particularly in the case of personal outcomes, there-
fore, the career educator must make every effort tb ensure that the
young adult does enCounter advantageous features of the work ex-
perience in motivation, guidance, and feedback.

21

the social environMent of the Work : perienee

In a program designecito foster broad'persOnal outcbmes, the
so :environment is critical. The student must be given real oppor:
tutil&s to, work with older and more experienced ernpinyeef,-with
supeNisors,.-with -the publie, aria with otherheginning workers:
Career educators must give considerable attention to the design of
the social environmentsimply requiring work experience as part of
the training may pass on .to the young adult many personal inade-
quacies of the role models that are -counterproductive. in the-long.
run.

A good deal ca.ape done prior tomork experience in prqvid-
ing an effective environment for social learning. The powerful moti-
vational effects of a group can be obtained by.establishing a sense
of belongingness and group participation. The' use of simulgions
and role-playing rnethcrds (as, for exaMple, in assertiveness training)
can-Jie profitably employed. The group can provide for the indi-
vidual a more protected laboratory where he or she can try out new
:wiys of relating to others -withopt excessive personal risk. Social
interactions-such as those involved in- cross-age tutoring can be par-.
tieularly helpful. Katz (1967), for example, found that inner-city
tutors at the secondary level were extremely motivated by this
dyadic relationihip and showed drarnatic changes as a result of the
new social expectations.

In selecting appropriate work settings, the career educatpr
should pay particular attention to the adult models who are likely
to influence the student. Such, Older Fmployeer are impbrtant not



simply because they demonstrate skilli of vocational competence
but because they model, in kss explicit but fully as effective a

---, fashion, - personal- quali ties- neededjor aa_good_work relationship.
Sinte few woik settings Imand the adaPtion of a single pattern çf
pers nal outcomes, it is desirable that the learner' encounter a vart-
ety of models. Not only do different models'appeal to different stu-

, de s, but, contact with a diversity of often conflicting styles arid
philosophies is likely to enhance personal growth at a more basic

°

conclusion.

paper has pleaded for greater attention in career educa-
tion to what has been called the personal outcomes, the higher cog-
nitive_and affeetive qualities dealing with work that are all too fre-
quently neglected. Although these goals are significant, there is
considerable ambiguity about their nature and measuriment as well as

some-question-as-to-how-much-an educational-prograrn_can_affeet
change. It seeps, however, that while theoretical development and
experimental research is to be encourtged in these direCtions, it is
the local school staff, probably with student participation, who can
make major contributions to this field. For the present, the answer
to .such .qUestions as- "What outcomes, if any, should be fostered
and how?" hinges largely upon the philosophy and resources of the

local community and school.
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CoMmunity colleges can provide pr6ducts as well
as services to their communities by going

into

a--Iri-roduttive enterprise

,r6bert meeker.

This paper proposes hat community colleges should become pro-
ductive enterprisesthat a most direct means of serving the educa-
tional needs of school-to-work transition is to have a community
college institution go into business. Furthermore, if the community
college were to become (at least in part) a productive enterprise, it
would become the sort of work-andfeducation institution that is
needed I will develop the following line of reasoning. First, there is
an emergent need, in our society-to teach people the know-how 'of
workto give them a work education. Second, there is no institu-
tion, at present, addressing this need for work education; public
education, despite the recent emphasis on career education, is not
addressing the need. Third, the nature of work educationneeds re-
quires a_ new institutional forma combination of work orientation
and educational purpose. Fourth, the community college provides _

th-e mist workable base for instituting work education.'

the need for w rk education

_Tfie vast majority of people finish their formal education
without any significmt experience 1;vith, or firsthand knowledge of,
work. This is so despite the-fact that many of these people have had
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extensive general education, job skills training, or other sorts of
vocational education. Job skills and work ,know-how are not the

..._.:_same;_there_are_people_with_clemonstrated job_sldlls_who_ do_no
know how to workthat, of course, is the central educational prob-

_ lem in the school-to-work transition. _

The fact is that many peoOle lack a knowledge of how to
work, and yet this Ought-to be a fundamental component of a citi-
zen's' education in our society. Employment is a significant measure
of any person's social worth; a person who is denied the_prerequi!
sites of work is also being denied a social place and one of those
prerequisites is a knowledge \ of how to work. It is a fundamental
social skill, at least as vital t6 social participation as the ability to-
read and write.

This is a new problem. Ours is the firSt generation to be con-
.

fronted with this situation, did its manifestations, in social-problem
proportions. It is only recently that sch ork transition be-
came identified as an educational proble problem is now
emerginrbecause-we-are=seeing-the effects-of-socioeducation re
forms (especially Fhild labor and compufsory education' laws), cul-
tural urbanization, and economic-technological progress-7the rerult
has preempted any real ecdnomic role for school-age citizns .
Functional status in society is being deferred to at least eighteen
years of age, and thatdeferment, for all practical purposes, is reach-
ing upward to twenty-five years. For those who have no vicariou or
secondhand contact with the economic culture, the problem is am-
plified.

In the final analysis this is a problem of acculturation. Direct
and indirect contact with the economic culture has been restricted
to the point of extinction by the forces of economic progress, social
reform, and increasing Urbanization. Yet no institution has 'ad-
dressed this need.

the need for an institution to provide work education

Public educatin4j traditionally been the favored institu-
tion _for meeting the Oiler 1 needs of acculturation in our society
While it may not always have solved all of the problems laid at its
doorstep, it holds, in our history, a singular position in our society
as' the agency of acculturation. It is natural, then, that one would
turn to public education as the proper institution to meet a newly
identified need of acculturation',

There is a profound difficulty in usmg the school's past
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record of response as a basis for meeting the needs of work ed
tion. The school cannot respond to this new need .by simply
panding existing programs.....or_evert,by-adding-new--ones; the ri
sponse, if the schools are to make it, requires more than additio
curriculum. The know-how of work experience is required and that
know-how cannot be abstracted, distilled; and transmitted as formal
instruction; it requires experience. The way to teach ppple the
know-how of work is to have them work in a workplace with its
structure of_ responsibilities, demands, rewards, and _expectations;
the way for the schools to teach the know-how of work is to be-
come a workplace.

The alternative to having the school become a workplace is
for the school to administer extra-school programs that provide
community- and industry-based work experiente in parallel with
the school's formal instruction. In c6ntrast to these extra-school
programs, the in:school work educatioh has a number of advan-
tages.

First,-work-eclueation-in-the-school removes theartlfldal bar-
riers between work and'edueation since both are carried out in the
same place (school). Extra-school programs tend to retain the sepa-
ration between wark and education since they are carried out in
different places. The more removed the work is from the school,
the more difficult it is to maintain an educational value.

Second, work education can offer students a wide range of
ork experience both in terms of different kinds bf work and dif-

ferent levels of responsibility. Extra-school \ programs are usnally
restricted in the types of jobs offered and,alrnost never involve tasks
above the lowest level of responsibility.

Third, work education has the student's w6rk experience as
one of its primary concerns-the student's w9rk experience is inte-
grated into the 'school system. In extra-school programs, -the stu-
dent-worker is not primary and usually aot even essential-the
student's work experience is almost never integrated into the busi-
ness operations.

Fourth, work education is essentially an educational enter-
prise-work is an important part, but the institution-% purpose-is
fundamentally educational. Extra-school programs, by contrast, are
hosted by comMercial enterprises the institutions' purposes are
fundargentally commercial, which may conflict with the educa-
tihnal nature of the program. If there is conflict, the educational
intent will be sacrificed to the commercial denirmds.

In all of these respects in-school work education provides



hltegration between work and education that is not possible when
educition is in one institution and work in another.

the type of institution required for work education
,.

The most effective work education requires a new type of insti-
tutiona hybrid between the workplace and the-school. The combi-
nation produces \an institution with some distinctive characteristics.

Like any business or Commercial enterprise,,every participant
would hold a job with all that is implied by a functioning -work-
place: responsibilities, concrete and immediate morietary reward,
interaction with and/or interdependence on other workers, the day-
to-day cOmpilation of a performance record, opportunities for hori- _

zontal mobility, potential for advancement, and the opportunity to
develop skills of supervision, administration, and management. In
other words, this is the whole workplacenot make-work,'not tiji-in
or add-on labor, and not a ,collection of part-time entry-level jobs ,
it-is a-functioningproductive enterpiise in alfres.pects.

..._ Part-Thhe Work. The major point of difference betweenilie
rk-education institutiqn and a typical commercial enteiprise"

that gl workers (or at least Al bit a few) would be part-time. At paSt
part of every employee's day would be devoted to educatlonLsb "no
one would work full-time. An enterprise managed and operated erk,
tirely by part-time employees is, in itself, an organizational ch Z lenge., :

)4.. It would present problems of inter-shift coordination and f Cliona-
tion of responsibility that would not normally be encounte "ed; in this
respect, principally, the work-education institution would not be a
typical workplace. That does not compromise its purpose; on the
contrary, its unique value is that, by having the enterprise managed
and o*rated entirely by student wbrkers, the range and breadth of :

their worieexperience is,significantly increased.
The educational side of the hybrid work-education institution

would not be radically different, in function and struture, from the
,

typical school institutionessentially individualistic in its orientation\
(with no critical interaction, interdependtnce, or cooperation vitt'
other students); a reward structure that is symbolic and related tç
highly formalized procedures of evaluatton, no differentiation d
terms _Of role' statu.,1 (all students being the same -in terms of role .

expectations and responsibilities with no hierarchy-or functional &Tr
ferentiation), and, with the uniformity of role ,status, no system of
role status advancement or promotion. These characteristics of the
school, which stand in striking contrast to those "of the workplac"e,

._



would not be changed; the two structures would exist side-by-side in
the hybrid institution.

Flixible_Education The major.difference_between_the_educa
onal side of the Work-edUCation infittition and the typical school is

the, need to make instrUctional programs More individualistic and
more flexible in their Operation. In effect, the school side of the
operation should be respOnsive enbugh to student needs that no one
would be precluded from-a job, opportunity simply because the in-
structional_ program .was too xigidly_ defined to accommodate a new
job time., This 'flexibility may 'require more reliance on individual
rather than onathe group mode of instruction; it may mean increased
class offerings; it may mean-some reorganization of the curriculum
nnd instructiona procedures. However it is accomplished, there must
be explicit recognition that all students will spend some part of their

'day working, not as an adjunct activity to their education but as an
essential part of it. In the work-educationsoncept, the work portion
is no less important than the instructional portion; conversely, the
educational-portion-is-no-inore-important-than-the-work=portion,
different from the typical school operation, the instructional program
and procedures must be designed to complement a work program for
every student.

In a work-education institution there would be opportunity for
greater flexibility and accommodation to individual needs, to em-
ployment procedures and, generally; to the operationalized relation-
ship between the two sides of the institution. An applicant whO
lacked some formg training to quality for a position could, for
example, be griren the position on a provisional basis, or' could be
promised the position contingent on completion of the required
formal training, which would, of course, be under the control of the
same institution; the possibilities for adjustment and coordination
are more meaningful in a single institution. Then, too, the entire
matter at job-qualification requirements would be open -to review;
the requirements, if exaggerated, could be made more realistic and
commensurate with the actual demands of the job.

thecommun4y-.college-'as an institutional-,base-fnmork-edocation,

Work education is appropriate to any level of schooling. With
the proper design, a type of work education could be instituted at the
secondary'and presecondary level; such a design has been drawn and
proposed (Meeker and Weiler, 1971) but has not been implemented.
There are institutions, at the postsecondary level, that incorporate
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some of the proposed features of the work-education instituti n,
Berea College, in Kentucky` for example, requires all students to
have-jobs-as an-integral-7 of their educationaL -experience(
indication of the degree of integration of work into the overall pro-

fl

gram, thv college has a/Dean f3f Labor.) Such examples_are iiblated
and very often occur in 'rural or semiruralsettingsiwhere, ironically,
the need for work education is less than in urban areas. The genral
point is that work edueation, in some form, is appropriate at any level

of schooling.
What level .of schboling is most appropriate for work educa-

tion? The advantage-Of hiving work education at the secondary and
presecondary levels i that'work know-how is an important part of a
social education and shbuld be acquired as marly as possible. Early
work 'educatibn has another advantage. School-age citizens, no less
than adults 'need the sense-of belonging that comes from having a
meaningful job. Work education would provide meaningful jobs and a
sense of social place far students i.11 their most formative years. De-
spite the ohvious advantage of-starting-WOTIC-education as-early-as
possible', the dif ficUlty in having work editcation at the secondary and
presecbndary levels is,, as we have already discussed, that the school
must become a workplace and in doing so mustmake accommodation
in the educational program to the requirement of the work program.
The type of change that is involved is fundamental and structural in
character; it would entail ,dramatic and unsettling changes that are
probably beyond the mettle of public schools at the lower levels.

The disadvantage otpostponing work education until the post.
secondary level/is. that many who most need it, who have become the
victims of diferral, will have lost their staying power, and will have
dropped out of the system before they have had a chance to gainwork
experience. Despite the Obvious disadvantages of starting work educa-
tion so late, -the overriding consideration is one of practicality: the
community college, with its history as a bridging institution and its
demonstrated flexibility in meeting emergent social needs, is prob.
ably the only place in the spectrum of public schoolingthat is institu-
tionally capable of providLng a new, albeit needed, form of education.

e erence

Meeker, R j, and Weiler, a M. "A New Schon
and Urban Society, 1971,3, 129.-245.
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Student-designed field experiendes for which
students receive course credit can become

egral components of undergraduate education.

StuderitdesTgned
field experiences

Most community colleges serve a broad spectrum of studenti. Con-
sequently, one finds an enormous ,range of student interests, abili-
ties, aptitudes, learning styles, and other personal characteristics on
any given campus. This diversity creates many problems in design-
ing appropriate educational activities to meet the diverse needs of
the studenti: Those educators-concerned with the school-to- york
transition of students share similar challenges faced by other com-
munity collede educators. .

The concept of contract learning as a means of providing
more individualized education to the increasingly heterogeneous
student population has gained much prominence. Because it in-
volvm.the experiential development of practical skills in the learn-
ing process, both during formulation and implementation of the
contract, this concept hai been and should_be_considered as-an
alternative to prepare students for a smooth transition from school
to work.

Conceptually, contract learning enables a student, in collabo-
ration vAth a faculty '&rid field mentor, to develop a tailored lemm-
ing plan that specifically addresses the student's educational needs'.
The contract is a wTitten commitment, designed primmily by the
student and focused "on the student's decision to want to

3



to learn, and ho
85).

- In-practice, however,-too.much- emphasis has been_placed,on
the values of the learning contract as an administrative tool with
uses similu to those of a work, service, or other type of contract.
Little emphasis is given to the contract learning process. Yet the
learning resulting from the process of formuliting, implementing,
evaluating, and modifying a learning contract is essential and valu-

_ able to any work a student undertakes.

the student-designed field experienie approath
to coptratt fedi:fling

Under the concei)t of the student-designed approach, stu-
dents have the opportunity to design a field study with the use of a
learning contract that meets the particular concerns they have re-
garding school-to, -work transition. As part of their learning con-
tracts, students, assi&Wd by both faculty an-dtfield mentorsneed to
state clearly the following:

Goal or Problem. Students should state what their educa-
tional needs (desires) are in relation to making the school-to-work
transition. Are they concerned about making career choices, acquir-

4'mg techrileal work skills, or improving coping and interpersonal
skills' .

Field-Study Objectives. This section prolides students with
. .

an opportunity to state what they plan to learn. Obviously these
objectives should relate closely to the statement of goal or need. In
comparison to the goal, these objectives state more specific expecta-
tions, which, in order to be useful, should be stated in measurable
terms. The expected outcome for each objective also needs to be
statedincluding the method used, conditions under which it will
be implemented, and persons involved.

Implementation Plan. ,In this section students describe how
they plan to learn, that rs, how they propose to achieve the objec-,
fives that have, been set forth. In cases that involve actual work
experiences, a carefully designed job description (including descrip-
tion of field sites) should be included. A time-phase plan to achieve
each objective also can be helpful.

Evaluation. Both formative evaluation and Airrimative evalua-
tion should be considered. Too frequently the learner leaves' this
task-solely to the faculty and field supervisor in charge. This prac;
tiee may be acceptable for the purpose of' assigning a grade, 'but it



has little value to the learner. The learner should be involve , as the
evaluation is an important and integralpart of the learning process.

-He-or-she-needs,to -knoW -what- Worked-and-whatAid-not,--and-Why.

designing field eitperiences as a learning process

As noted earlier, most educators who have used contract
learning embrace it as a meals of individualizing education. These
involved in experientiallearning have also found it tdbe aneffer-
five method of joining ideis,and knowledge with action and applid-
tion. However, feW nliavF kin-lined the learning values inherent in

e design and impl6meritation process'of a,learning-contract field
experience, apart frdm the learning to be gained from fulfilling the
contracted objectives.

In the design and implementation process, student-Lnitiative
and student responsibility are required for goal setting and goal
achievement. The mentors, he they faculty or field personnel, are
Simply "Midwives'(a description of teachers shared by Sbcrates
and-Plato), assistLng the student with the development and ciarifica
'tion of learning objectives and the realization of these objecti'ves
and evaluation of the Same, based on agreed-upon criteria. Other
curricular activities on campus seldom require,students to exercise
com-parable initiative and responsibility. Yet such qualities are very
important in the world of work.

Beyond achieving -initiative and responsibility, developing
learning- objectives forces students to think clearly and to ask such
qufstions as "Who am I?" "Where am I going?" "Where do Iwant .

to igo?" and "How do I get tfiere Such apparently simplistic ques-
t .1

tions are_not usually considered py students in the cciurse' of their
academic pursuits on campus. However, this ,iriiestion-asking exer-,
xise usually leads to increased self-awareness, which is the firstsiep
toward self-understanding, self-direction, and independence.

The process also -requires Students to 'work on a More equal
basis with mentors; thus students are requir'ed to become actively
involved in making decisions about and taking.responsibilities for
their learning. Such a relationship resembres the work, world more
than the academic world.

the more practical level, through this process studients
have an opportunity to develop a number of valuable skills in mak.-
ing the transition from school to work. Problem-solving-and plan-
ning Skills are required in developing the implementation plan of
the learning contract. This plan includes determining the most



e fective ways to achieve the sek objectives using existing school and
field resonrcei and staying within the limitations set by the environ-

eie-apprepriate field siterare-noravailibler-itudentrare
chaVenged to develop alternatives.

Students also need to develop communication skills; Firs
written skil1 4 are necessary tO describe clearly` what one proposes
for a field §tudy in the form of a learning contract. Verbal pergia-
Aire and negotiating skills also -are needed in'!arranging for a field
site, field mentor, faculty mentor,- academic credit, and so on.-

Finally, resource development skills are essential. For exam-
ple, students need to develop their own bibliography to supplement
their field learning. They need to find transportation fo and from
field sites. If speeial equipment is required, they need tO find access
to it and so on. Experienced field-study students, therefoie; usually
become much more resourceful an4 independent .

student-designed field experiences

A complete evaluation disign for fidd 1 mg would look
or the,same kind of information sought in other educational pro-
amievidente of effective field-study design ( bjectives, imple-

mentation student progress, effective sup rvision, and
effectiveness of the field environment for learning.

In assessing the study design, the guide shoulabelhe learning
contract developed by the student with clear-objectives, plans for
-implementation,- and evaluation. Such_arrassessment alsa provides
information essential in determining-6c type and number of credits
that can be granted when t,he-etintract is fulfilled.

In assessLng student progress, emphasis should be placed on:
(1) continuous pr-ficrmative cvOuation, and (2), summative evalua--
tion of learning outcomes.' The record-reflection log (Fermaul,
1975, p. 69) has proven to be a valuable tool for capturing the
learning process. Abstracting the log data onto a two-dimensional
Matrix or graph provides an excellent summary of the student
status, with one dimension of the matrix listing the learning areas
established by the objectives-and .the other dimension registering
the levels of competence-achievsment. This method of documentins
tiident prOgress satisfies both formative and suMmative evaluation

needs.
.';Assessment of field supervision ha's proven to be a complex'

,

matter The learner s evaluation is one valuable source; his or her
logs a other. Finally, heavy reliance has been placed on the
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standard evaltiation, however infix
the field personnel.

The assessment of the teld environment is also in need of
further development. Site visitations by faculty mentors are good
sources of information. Other FeIpfuI measurement tecimiques have
been developed by such, soci4 ecologists- as Rudolf Moos (1974) I

and Albert Mehrabian and Jams A. Russell (1974). -

Most learning outcomes for field experienees related .to
school-to-wOrk. transition-fall in such- areas as careef skills, interper-

-sonar skilli, social coping skills, and technical career knowledge. The
r r'competence-based approich lends itself to evaluatin such Outcontes:

This aiseistriat practice is being used more and more. Somexxcellp(
measures have been-developed (see, for example,tooperative.Assess-

.

ment of Experiential Learning, 1974). But in the final analysis, the
learning.contract shotdd specify the conditions that determine com-
petence.

',Given the diverse needs of students in resolting the proMem of
,

school-to,work transition, opportunities should be made available for
Itudents to design their awn field experiences with the use of a learn-
ing contract. This alternative approach has certain advantages. First,
the learning contract provides studenis.with individualized flexibility ,

while at the saine time emphasizing student initiative, involvehlent,
and responsibility in planning and implementing a Contractu0 cora=
mitment. Second, the developrnentbf the learning objectives for the
field experiences requires the student to become involved hi a self-
exploratory process, whith often leads to increased self-understand.
ing and self-direction. Third, the process of designing and planning the
field experienee Piovides opportunities to exercise problem-solving
skills, verbal and written communications skills, and resource,devel,
opmerit skills, 01 ryf which areAraluabic for coping eff isctively n the

-"work setting. Finallf, the use of thelearning contract in designing
field experiences enstdes systematic and intelligent planning: thor-
ough preparation, and careful doeurrientation, which enhance not
Only the, measurernent of learning'for creditation but also thediag-
nostic assessment, an integal part of effective leaping.

,
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Design criteria for evaluating work exper: ce
,programs can be applied to the assessment

of cooperative education programs.

coQperativeRducatign and-
acquisition c)-f generatizWe
toping'skill§: an .asses-meht

mark g. gingjurg

When young people go to work, they must not only'exhibit tech-
nkal job skills, they must also learn to cope with the normative
social system of the workplace. (Such norms are informally derived
and often consist,of implicit rules governing an in4dividual's behavior
in social settings, rules that sometimes reinforce and other tinics
contradict the formally, established regulations.) Consequently, 4n
addressing the issue of school-to-work transitidn among eighteen- to
twenty-two-year-olds, we must be concerned with more, than tech-. nical-occupational skills. We must also develop in students impor-
tant coping skills, such as the abilities to recognize and even influ-
encc the normative systems that exist in Wdrkplaccs.

It is reported that (1) thc teclmical "skills for most occupa-
tions arc learned relatively easily and quickly" (Grubb and Lazo.-
son, 1975, p. 468) and (2) "the majority,of workers ... pickid up
their occupational skills informally on the job" (see Marcia reed-
mares'scction of this monograph). However, it is also reported that

,

(1) young people's implity to cope with the real denumds of work
constitutes one of thc major impediments in their transition from
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school to work (Garbin, 1967, p. 27) and (2) young people."do not
necessarily see the all-important, informal structure (in workplaces)
and have to be taught the 'rules of the guile' (Silberman, 1975, p.
6). it seems reasonable, therefore, for educ4tors to focus on the
accitusition by students of generalizable Coping skills (the ability to
recognize and influence the normative systems al workplaces).

criteria for facilitating the acquisition of generalizable coping skills

The following criteria can be used to assess the extent to
which the acquisition of generalizible coping skills are being facili-
tated: real-life situations, group settings, variety, explorationOrepa-
ration, ongoing analysis/reflection-, and continuous feedback.

Real-Life Situations. To faciliiate the acquisition. of any skill,
it is essential to _provide experiences that require the performance of
such skills, but in a gradual and systematic manner. It follows,
therefore,-lhat in order to facilitate the acquisition of generalizable
workplace-toping skills, experiences in business, industry, and go--
ernment (or in elaborate simulations of such workplaces ) must be
provided. The recommendation that direct work experiences be
provided for youths to facilitate their transition to adult positions

the society is no/ new (see President's Science Advisory Com-
mittee, 1973i Special Task Force on Work, 1973). Merely, provid-
ing students %kith an entry-level job in one organization, howeVer, is
not satisfactory. As Colmar (1972, p. 9) notes, "the other parts of
education require just as much explicit planning as does schooling."
The ensuing discussion offers an outline of a few of the dimensions
for such explicit planning.

Croup Settings. Normative systems evolve through group
interaction, When people convene to accomplish a formal task, as
Ilomans (1950) has outlined, informal rules (norms) arc generated
to regulate each other's behavior. These norms are directed not only
at task-related behavior but also at other aspects of group life. For

ample, norms may goVern wOrker productivity rates, as Well as
the, topics for conversation on the 'job., Since group-based inter-
action is 'a prerequisite tor the eVolution of normative systems, if
students are to learn to recognize and influence normative systems,
they joust be exposed to and involved in work situations where
group interaction obtains.. Not all work experiences provide group
settings.

Variety. In seeking to achieye generalizabilify a variety of
exp riences is mandatory. A Nariety of experiences provides several
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settings in which to practice skills. A variety of experiences also pre-
sents a more diverse set of role models to observe, thus increasing
the number of potential combinations of strategic behaviors from
which a student can draw in the future, Variety can and should be
provided both in depth and breadth of expedence. Students would
profit from work experiences in several difSerent organizations, but
also.in, different positions, at different levels, and in different sec,-
tions of a single Organization. Multiple-position work experiences,
in particular, are. vital for acquiring skills in recognizing and influ--
encing normative systems.

Exploration. To facilitate the acquisition of generalizable
coping skills, work expedences for students should not consist
merely of carrying 9Lit specific technical tasks within the organiza-
tions. Given the alienating nature of many jobs, it is especially im-
portant that a students' experiences in the workplace be planned to
involve general observation, listening, and questioningthat is, using
and refining their skills in recognizing and influencing the extant
normative ,systems. Students should be participant observers, With
equal ernph'asis on participation and, observation. We do not want to
increase young people's alienation by making them workers (see
Grubb and Lazerson, 1975; Silberman, 1975), but to. use Ihe work-
place to enhance their education.

Preparation. If the school-to-work tranbition is problematic
for graduates, obviously it will be at least as difficult for students.
Moreover, students cannot merely be placed in a variety of work
experiences and told to "explore." As .MillOnzi (1974, p. 130)
points out, "without the capabilities of reasonably objective obser-
vation anCanalysii; the work experience may contribute little to
one's learning." One way to ease the school-to-workplace transition
for students and enhance the amount of learning obtained during
the work-experience internship is to provide specific and extensive
pr43aration. In addition to communication and numerical skills
(which schools now usually provide), this prep'aration would entail

, (1) a general-introduction to the worlds of work; (2) and identifica-
don of basic ideas and cOnstructs (for example, norms and inter-
action) with ,vhich students can organize their thinking about work-
places; and (3) it delineation of elementary qualitative research
techniques and principles (to enhance students' ability to observe,
interview, and otherwise glean information about normative sys-
tems in workplaces).

Ongit&g4alysis/ReJ1ection. Even the most extensive prepa-
r Ulon would not bc sufficient to allow students to benefit cm-
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pletely from their work-experience internships. There must be some
, vehicle for clarificatioriand elaboration during the work experience.

Students. need the opportunity to discuss their experiences, to sort
out their impressions, and to solidify their course for subsequent
action and exploration. That is, students need to be able to "step
back" from their experiences for purposes of analysis and reflec-
tion.

Continuous Feedback. Feedback in the form of praise and
criticism is an essential component of my effective educational
experience.. In order to systematically shape students' generalized
coping skills, special effort should be made to provide students with
feedback both dunng and after their work-experience internships.
In other words, although participation in the workplace.anay pro
vide some feedback naturallystudents will experience the conse-
quences of their actionsthe specificity and systernatic nature of
the feedback that students receive must be increased.

cooperative educatiOn programs in the community colleges

Theo,recent development of cooperative education programs,
pven impetus by the Vocational Education and Higher Education
Acts of 1968, represents a major, systematic attempt by com-
munity colleges to aid young people in the school-to-work transi-
tion (Dawson, 1971). Cooperative education programs combine
experiential learning in places of work with traditional academic
study, using either alternate semester or parallel patterns. Generally,
these programs have borrowed the vocational education model
widely used at the secondary level, focusing on the training of spe-
cific techniCal skills. Several community college cooperative educa-
tion programs, however, "have adopted what might be referred to
as the Antioch model .. whereby personal development and explo-
ration, including career exploration, are stressed" (fleerman, 1973,
p. 9). In assessing the extent to which cooperative education pro-
grams are structured in sucli a way as to facilitate eighteen- to
twenty-two-year-olds' acquisition of generalizable coping skills, our
focus will be on these latter programs.

Using these seven criteria as a guide, we will assess the extent
to which community college cooperative education programs facili-
tate the acquisition of abilities to recognize arid influence normative
systems in workplaces. The focus will not be on all such programs,
nor even a representative sample. Rather, several operating pro-
grams, which have been extensively described in the literature, and
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the ideal, Comprehensive Cooperative Education Model (Heermann,
1973) will provide the substance for the subsequent discussion.

Real-Life Situations. As previously noted, work experience is
.an integral component of cooperative education programs. The
experiential learning, which supplements traditional, in-class, aca-
dernic instruction takes place in businesses and other organizations
'th which the college has formed a cooperative arrangement

oTp through the initiative of students. Work-experience intern:
ships are sometimes provided on the campus in one of the college-
related operations. The simulation approach has not received exten-
sive trial among the exploratory-type cooperative education
programs. At Greenfield Community College (1973) in Massa-
chusetts, for example, initial attempts to establish simulations of
real work experiences led organizers to conclude that the task is
almost impossible.

droup Settings. Little direct evidence is available on the ex-
tent to which cooperative education, work-experience internships
are taken in group settings. However, two of the reported values of
the ideal cooperative education program are the "sensitization to
interpersonal relations and the development of social skills" (Heer-
mann, 1973, p. 37), indicating some emphasis on providing students
with work experiences. Moreover, one criterion on which students
enrolled in several cooperative educatio programs in California are
evaluated is ions with others" (Coa immunity College Dis-
trict and San Mteo Community College llstrict, 1972).

Variety. In the ideal cooperative education program see
Heermann, 1973), work-experience internships would be provided
in more than one organization. In actual practice, multiple-
organization internships do not seem to be the norm, primarily
because the incentives operate against them. (Employers received
greater return on the training invested the longer a student remains
on the job. Moreover, students often prefer to remain with one em-
ployer in order to secure full-time employment after graduation.)
For inlancel while Millonzi (1974) reveals that a number of liberal
arts traksfer students at LaGtfardia Community College (New York)
do their three work-experience internships in dif(efent orpniza-
tions, James Garmon, the Director a Cooperative Education at
Orange Coast Community College, reported (personal interview)
that students tend to remain with one employer for their entire set
of work-experience internships.

There is no evidence in the literature that cooperative educa-
tion students assume a variety of positions in a single organization
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for th..m internships. Given the nature of most workplaces, wherein
workers perform one, often limited task, it would be surprising if
cooperative education students rotated among various positions in
an organization. Furthermore, there is a tendency for cooperative

_education students to work At entry-level jobs, hi that according to
lieerrn= J1973, p. 43), one of the advantages to employers of par-
ticipatingThrcooperative education programs is that they can release
employees from leir-earnplex tasksstudents can perform< such

tasks.
Exploration. As discussed above, m -cooperative education

proguarks focus almost entirely , on technical skill tralningnza_focus
lamented by Dawson (1971), Nonetheless, evidence of cooperativi-----
education programs' potential for providing exploratory .experi-
ences is available. San Mateo Community College District (1974) in
California reports that learning objectives for students' work-experi-
ence internships eau pertain to general organizational understand-
ing, although they often bear on the learning of technical tasks. At
LaGuardia Community College (New York); where all liberal arts/
transfer as well as vocational/career students participate-in coopera-
tive education, the focus of many work-experiences is necessarily
exploratory in nature (Soper Associates, 1972). Other community_
cOlkge Cooperative education programs similarly stress a general
understanding of workplaces, rather than the ability to perform spe-
cific technical tasks. For example, at Santa Fe Community College
in Gainesville, Florida (Abbott, n.d.), and at the Borough of Man-
hattan Community College in New York (see Heermann, 1973, pp.
191-193) cooperative education students are required to do a term
project during their work-experience internship. This term project
consists of a history of the organization and a description of the
student's job and its relationship with other aspects of the opera-
tion. Finally, Greenfield Community College (1973) in Massachu-

setts that the major goal for their cooperative education
program is to explore the world of work =c1 the possibility of its
alteration in a realistic manner.

Preparation. At Miami-Dade junio College (Florida) the
career-orientation class stresses human-relations skills and communi-
cation principles (ileermann, 1973, p, 139). Similarly, at Greenfield.
Community College (Massachusetts) the central component of the
cooperative education program is .a preparatory course on the
sociology of work (Greenfield Community College, 1973). The-
focus in the preparatory course at LaGuardia Community College
(New York), however, is on introducing students to the "concept of

4
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cooperative education" and on teaching "skills, such as job-inter-
viewing and resume preparation" (Heinemann, 1974, pp. 16-17).

Ongoing Analysis/Reflectiom In practice, community college
cooperative education programs have made some progress in provid-
ing for the ongoing analysis/reflection mechanisms. Santa Fe Com-
munity College (Abbott, n.d.), LaGuardia Community College
(Spper Associates, 1972), and College of the Mainland (Heermann,
1973) have instituted concurrent work-experience practicums. And
although the major focus of these seminars is not on recognizing
and influencing workplace normative systems, these issues may arise
as stUdents discuss their experiences. Most programs also have col-
lege coordinators, although the case foad is usually too large to
allow more than limited consultation time. Most'progTams also have
supervisors (employed by the cooperative organization); however,
the literature says little about the extent to which supervisors aid
students in analyzing and reflecting on their 'work experiences.
Finally, with respect to regulai-e011ege faculty members, the report
is not satiifying.--For example, even at LaGuardia &mmunity Col-
lege,Twhere considerable effo-rris--made_ to select and train faculty
for their critical role in the cooperative eatic-ation-pro,gam, the
degree of integration of classroom and internship experiences leavei
ample room for improvement (Soper Associates, 1972). Millonzi
(1974, p. 131) relates, moreover, that some liberal arts/transfer stu-
dents at LaGuardia "complain of ihe irrelevant content of the work
experience primarily because that learning which is derived from
the work process is [seldom] reflected upon."

Continuous Feedback. Although coordinators help students
plan their work/study programsincluding choice of objectives to
be achievedthey are not normally in a position to provide the
feedback in a systematic and continuous manner. Their role is
usually limited to collecting the relevant information for a finA
evaluation of students' performance. The fact that the coordinators
are rarely physically presentvisiting each student's job site only
once or twice a semesterprecludes an active role in providing con-
tinuous feedback.

The job-site supervisor is also potentially in a position to pro-
vide the immediate and continuous feedback for shaping the stu-
dent's skills. If supervisors are selected on the basis of their peda.
gogical skills, as Brown (1971) suggests, and are given released time
and suptiort, chances are that students will reeeiVe the requisite
feedback. If supervisors have limited timc available or view their
roles as limited to training students in the performance of teclmical.

4 7
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tasks,lstudents' generalized coping skills Will not be effectively
shaped. It shOuld be noted that employees other than the desig-
nated supervisor may informally provide students with fee,dback.
However, especially if these employees have not been apprised of
learning objectives, it is unlikely that this feedback will be sys,
tema tic.

conclusion

Community College Cooperative Education Programs are de-

signed to serve many functionsnot the least important of which
are economic. For instance, students are provided with "woxking
scholarships," employers are provided with highly motivated, entry-
level workers, and the colleges receive increased financial support
(as a result of increased enrollment from two populations: lower-
socioeconomic-status youth and fUll-time, adult workers). Coopera-
tive education programs also contribute in several ways to the func-
tion of facilitating young people's transition from school to work.
,Por instance, counseling and job-placement services as well as the
work-experience internship help students secure postcollege em-
ployment. (A report from the Coast Community College, District

and San Mateo Community College Districts, 1071, indicates that
between 50 and 75 percent of their cooperative education students
become full-time employees in the place where they did their
internships.) Students also receive some technical training.

Another potential avenue for aiding eighteen- to twenty-two-
year-olds' school-to-work transition is by facilitating their acquisi-
tion of generalizable coping skills. The performance of community
college cooperative education programs on this note is mixed. M
noted above, most cooperative education programs focus on techni-
cal skill training, and thus the shaping of abilities in recognizing and
influencing normative systems is left to chance. In Those programs

that have adopted the Antioch model, the performance is better,
but not superlative. An assessment of these programs, in terms of
seven criteria for determining the extent to which the acquisition of
generalizable coping skills is facilitated, yields the-following results:

(I) they are excellent with respect to providing experiences in real-

life situations; (2) they are good in terms of the group settings and
preparation criteria; (3) they are fair in relation to the exploration

and ongoing analysis/reflection criteria; and (4) they are poor in
terms of the variety and continuous feedback criteria. It should be
emphasized that these ore "averaged" ratings and that there are

4 8
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major differences among programs on most criteria. Furthermore, it
should be noted that the ideal cooperative education model delin
eated by Heermann (1973) usually measures up better on the cri-
teria.

Efforts to improve the cooperative education program's abil-
ity to facilitate the acquisition of generalizable coping skills will
require incentives to maximize performance on the above criteria,
though clearly this will not be accomplished easily.
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The use of the workplace as an educational
site may help bridge the mismatch between -

student values and available work roles.

redesign of.Work.for
educational purOoses and for

.quality of working life
James c. isylor

The mismatch between the human values built into organizational
jobs and the values employees bring with them to those jobs has
existed since tbe onset of the industrial revolution and has been
widening ever since. Several of these mismatched worker values that
are especially relevant to the considerations of educational purpose
can be described in more specific terms.as follows: (1) employees
v.-due the oppoqunity to grow and learn on the job and to feel com-
petent in the application of that learning; (2) employees value the
opportunity to use their present skills and abilities on the job; (g)
they value the .opportunity to identify and move toward a desirable
future; and (4) they value participatiOn in work-related decisions.
(including those decisions involving aspects of the values listed
here )._

,

Nonsupervisory jobs (not merely entry-level jobs) in business
and'industry currently provide very little with respect to these em-
ployees! values. In general, these jobs make low use of skills and
abilities taught in high school. These jobs are designed such thar -
most of them can be leaimed very quicklyl and the overwhelming
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majority of them reFiresent deadnd futures unless the employee's
career is bound up with vertical advancementup mid away from
the type of work at hand to one of the limited number of super-'
visory positions that may or may not use curknt skills and abilities
'and that may in turn be dead.ends. Finally, most jobs in organiza-

.

tions provide little opportunity for the employee tq seriously effect
changes at the workplace with respect to the listed values.

a tempts. to remedy the situation .

All of this is not new, of Course. The problems of fraction-
ated work arid the impeffonal demands on a worker expected to
carry out only one preseribed task or job are well documented., As
long as siXty years ago managers attempted to compensate' for some
of those effects through higher riay (Ford's $5-day.was instituted in
1914); During the 1930s the institntionalization of collective bar-
gaining and the emergence of "human relations" pushed tile subse-
quent Move toward increased participationwhich in turn arneli7
orated some of,:the worst examples of industrial job design.,Pension
scbemes and job rights made futures possible but did not much
improve 'either the quality of those futures or the dignity of achiev-
ing them.

Some recent organizational , innovations have continued to
help make jobs and work temporarily more palatable, but 'these
innovations have 'not been 'directed toward the sort of workers'
values that relate more to the development of desirable futures and
the role of work for educational purposes. For example, new work
schedules such as the four-day week or. "flex-time" provide workers
with more flexibility and control over extra-work activities, includ-
inu school,,but they have negligible direct impact on education and
training to inake present work the base of a desirable future. Some
companies have taken a more active and sup-portive stance regarding
continued educationworkers are permitted time off for classes or
classes are brought to the workplacebut the impact on learning
that is relevant 'Ito one's present job or for moving toward a desir-
able future is in most cases negligible. Some (perhaps Many) em-
ployees may moye upward into supervisory and managerial ranks,
but the jobs and work they leave behind for others remain as dead-
ended as ever.

, Many companies are beginning to install "assessment e nters"
in order to identify management potential and to provide career
counseling and employee development. Limited 'experience with
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:sail programs reveals that not only do they.ignore t e career po-
tential of nonsupervisonj jobs, but they are also frequently used
merely as a screening \and placement device for proniotions from

.supervisory to management Jobs.
Finally, ciampanies are increasingly using innovations such as

job enrichment, job enlargement, and job rotation. Altliough these
abproaches can be used,t9 improve jobs at nonsupervisory as well as
supervisory levels,,they 'usual& 4i-tore the,longer-term asPecti of
those jobs, such as the asRect of continual groWth and learnink that
workers value. The enriched job,.once learned, can be as monoto-
nous as the one if replaced. Job enlargement and rotation provide
added variety .and temporary challenge to a job, while enrichment
usually provides added responsibilities, and while these innovations
seem to make some difference for many workers, the;r make a lot
of difference for only a few. These job changes are not long-term in
effect, nor are they intended to be. If these enriched jobs are de-
signed to be learne&btvorkers in a reasonably short period of time
as most of them are, then it stands to reason that most employees
will tire of them reasonably soon.

sociotechnical design a promising remedy

Another approach that some organizations are taking to im-
prove the. quality of working life is "work-system.restructuring" or
`!sociotechnical 'design." This generic approach is specifically in-.
tended to satisfy the worker values listed and to meet the organiza-
tional requirements for effective performance. Instead of beginning
with a single job as a taw! of change, sociotechnical design begins
with a system of jobs, together with the aSsociated organization and
technology. The resulting work system is not only more effective
technically; but is more flexible as a result of a greater use of em-
ployee (nonsupervisory as well as management) potential The
system coordination is 'designed_ to be carried out within That sys-
tem' rather_ than from without; leaVing the full complexity of opera-
tion:also within. The tasks required'by such a system are usually far
more complex than formerly and are usually beyond the capabili-
ties of any onr person. These' tasks require the cooperation of
others within the system, just as traditional supervisory positions in
conventional Systems require other people in the form of subordi-
nates. Employees in a work system designed under sociotechnical
principles find that work di:mands are broad enough to permit their
Own development through die use or several levels of skill and



knowledge. Employees develop srilultiple and overlappingskills with
one another and are-rewarded for doing so. Not onty doemployees
within these new work systems coordinate among themselves for
strictly wor11...-related purposes, but they also work_to-gether to opth,,
mize satisfOrig.t;iork on a day-to-chw basis. All employees in such-a
place wilWriheY i;vish- to develop Maximum oompetence (and pay), .
need- to learn many more skills than would nonsupervisors (and
.many supervisors) in conventionally designed work system. -Work:
ing at their own pace and level of desire for growth:aMployees rimy
take years to acquirethe requisite skills and kn4vridge- This is in
stark contrast to the short training time of the usual industrial job and
o-lhe meager training additions of the enriched job. The system

begins to approach a job with a futurea job That doesnot require
"getting out of" in order for many employees-to feel competent, a job
in which a complete set of, nonorganizaiion specific technical,
management-coordination, and decision-making skills are learned.

an example of the socA -hnical design in Practice

This sociotedmical design. of brk systems is not new, havMg
been originated in Britaiti. in 1950. Americarr&airpleSre limited,
but the ideas are spreading. One illustrative case is a General FoOds

processing; plant (in Topeka, Kansas) where in 1971 seventy em-',
ployees were gTouped in work systems responsible for-a whole pro-

, duckion process. Moreover, employees are paid on a formula based

on the .number of jObs in that system 'That they are able to do. In
the four, yors since tlw sociotechn.ical design was implemented, the
General Foods employees have-exhibited an ever-increasing interest

in their own, skill acquisition and haVe made use of outside educa-

tional facilities'.
The case of the General Food's pr.ocessing plan and .other

examples of successful impleMentation of a sociotechnical design of
workplaces indicate that workplaces can be redesigned to achieve a

closcr match between employee values and organizational work
roles. Such efforts to redesign the workplace for educational pur-
poses and to improve the quality of working life:416 not seem to
sacrifice organit ational effectiveness.

James C% Taylor is assistant professor of socio technical

systems, Gracluate Sehoo f Management.
Lhtivsity of California, Los Angeles.
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j.Community College placement officers career
couhselors should take the lead in linking educational

resources in-The work- co mmunity with the College.'

plo(ement- vices
'4.00 Car e

College plicement oftem begins on a sour note. The prospective
graduates arrive with high expectations of jobs that will reward
their years of hard study. Some are not sure about the exact job
they want; others do npt know what the job they are seeking really
involves; and many lack the experiences needed for.obtaining desir-
able jobs. Unfortunately, only after conferring with the Mace-relent-
officer ,do prospective graduates realize that their lack of informa-
tion and experience Will stop them from working at gesirable jobs
Then- they become ,disi-ppointed and angry because thelr education
has been incomplete.

Their situation is more than a personal misfortune. At best
society must underwrite additional training and lose their produc-
tivity for several months, or even years, while the graduates actitire
the experiences they might bave obtained before gradu;tion: Too
often society loses even more, for the graduates settle for.lobs be-
ow their potential and remain ernbittered and disillusioned.'

Their problem, of course, is_partly caused by their ownmis-
judgment, t3ut it is also attributable to the increasing difficulty of
relating formal schooling to work. With increased specialiiation in
industry and edpcation and -with 'the lengthening of formal school- °

;
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jng, a- wide= separation hai developed between the institutions of
work and education. People need to understand the num' es of
occupations in order, to, choose wisely and prepare properly, t

- . .
increaSed_specialization has reduced the ability and willingness of
educatois to help foingsters-feriiiiilidaTio:work.

This is not, a new problem .to placement officers. For years
ey- have accepted it is thek problem and haVi tried tO Overcome it

by..adding career counseling and career pidance,classes to the tradi-
tional services of intenriew training, resurfie pretiaration, campus job
infeniews, and ldcal job listing. Placement officers hOpec)--that these

Wiuld Stiitiulate-and help stuilen ts-:to plan-their-college--
years so that they Would be equipped to compete for jobs after
graduation.

The purpose of these services is sound. It recognizes that a
cueer is a developmental. phenomenon (Qinzberg, 1972; Super,
1953); that school decisions and experiences influence adtilt occu-
pational performance (Super, Gotkin, and Kowalski, 1969); and
that planning and appropriate preparation increase the possibility of
a successfuLcareer (Gribbons and Lohnes 1968; Super, Gotkine arid
Kowalski, 1969).

Some students are aided fry tliese extra serVices, yet the ap-
proach is doomed to be inadequate. The number of counselors will
never be sufficient to offer the necessary counseling md guidance
on the broad scale needed, and several counseling sessions, or even a

quarter or semester cOurse, will not provide the ongoing support
that many people need to develop their careers during their school
years. In essence, the inadequacy is inherent in the assumption that
by itself one small part of the education institution can foster the
career development of youth. Such development is properly a re-

. sponsibility of several institutions: family, school, and the cornmu-
ann ity, d will not be achieved until it is recognized that placement

officers and comiselors can only be part of the solution.

Fortunately, the responsible institutions arc now acknowl-
edging their obligations. The career education movement has re-'
awakened in society the realization that the entrre society has' a
stake in its members' careers and that each institution has a respon-
sibility to help people build their careers (Chamber of Commerce of
the Thited States, 1975), With this realization, it should be possible
for placement officers to reorganize their roles so that they can help



eduCational institutions interface With the busines industry corn
munity and restructure their programs so that the career develop-

.

ment "eeds Of students can be more surely met.
Research (Gribbons and Lohnes, 1968; Super, Gotkin, and_ _ _ _

walski,-1969)-has -Strongly suggested that studepts need accurate,
firsthand- occupational experiences and opportunities for Career
planning , and problem solving. But common sense and research
shoW that' haphazard work (experiences can be less than beneficial
Silberman, 1974; Super and OYerstreet, 1960). Likewise, common

,

sense tells us that people will not understand their career roles and
will not wish to pefform them unless they appreciate human history
and the purposes of the society in which they labor. Without such
understanding they are likely to escheiy,the drudgery of work out
,of its human and societal context. Consequently, career devel-
opment will require,a careful barance of work and study. '

Colleges are moving quickly to solve the problem of carOr
development through inauguration of cooperatiye and experiential
programs ,between the work and education community. Placement
officers, who maintain ongoing contact with both institutions, can
contribute substantially to the success of the new relationship. As
colleges provide more experiential ,and cooperative education expe-
riences, students will need more Opportunities to reflect on their
career p'rograms and to plan future actions. The placement office
can provide the consultation and inseryice training that will enable
faeulty to meet the typical career guidance needs of students and to
identify unusual needs requiring referral to a trained counselor.

New programs, of course, are no guarantee of resolution of
the problem. Although many of the cooperative education pro-

ris are modeled after the long-established programs at North-
eastern and Antioch, the particular impacts of such programs are
not fully known or tmderstood. Consequently, while we should be
grateful that niany promising programs are springing up, placement
fficers, in particular, must insist that the new programs be eval,

uated and that the feedback from such evaluations be combined
with what is alieady known akout career development; In that way,
placement counselors can be assured that they will be better able to
assist students in their caxeer development now and in the future.

k
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Representative community councils are needed it
serve a coordinating function as independent

institutions between schools and the workplace.

an . intQirnaediate institution
aul baitort

Certain trends in American Society are peovoking concern about
capacity for performing the task of socialization of youth into

economic adulthood 9ne proposal for countering these trends is
set forth here, namel the Community Education -Work Councils
Wirtz, 1975). Its purpose is to suggest a new process rather than a

new program, a process in which the now disparate elements of
community, and institutions isolated_ one ftom another, join to-
gether to reassert a responsibility to assist the young enter adult-
hood. An explanation of the councils! membership will be joined

,_

with a description of the roles they now playor are unable to play
in the coming of age in America.

membership

The first nomination for membership is the Achools, where
wc have most often both started and ended. The professionalization
of education and academization of teachers has tended to isolate
schools from the rest of the community, including the employment
world.

EducatorsTheed access to the representative§ of the,commu7

5 9
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nity thaf-can he p them, if they are to initiate work-experience-pro-
grams, develop community intemships, establish linkages that
would help find jobs for their graduates, alloW codnselorsto bring,
outside resources to bear on assistance in career choicei and to use
tne wnoie ot tne community in the education of youtii. They need
that access through a forum in which the rest of the community
have decid.ed it is their responsibility to participate rather than the
prevailing situation where the schools" are put in a position of asking
favors.

At the sane time, other representatives of the community
antfits primary iristitii-tions- need-a ineadi--ol-craiddnieitini their
thoughts about the larger processes of education. If e ation pre-

. po.es the young for errtry,into the community_ as adu i&ie
community ought to be helping define what education is.

Histonically, employers have come to see themselVes as stand-
ing quite apart from the schools, which have been inade almost
wholly responsible, for preparing tile future workforce. Employers
have complained about the quality of the schools' products, but the
.lack of_aciiye_emPloyer' interest, in how the schools onduct their
affairs is at least as great as the educators' isolation from the em-
ployment scene. Like different codstruction companies starting on
a.single highway from two ends, without talking to eaCh other, they
fail to meet in the middle.

It is not proposed here that employer representatives become
council members under directives from offices of corporate social
conscience. Rather, it will be assumed that the development a
young workforce mndergoes in the schools and the perceptions and
attitudes youth absorb before they enter the personnel offices ask-
ing for jobs, affect, sooner or later, what appears on the bottom
line.

Labor unions, being an integral part of industry and having a
history of participation in efforts to improve the lot of workers,
through organized bargaining in the work place and lobbying in gov-
'ernment, would be needed in the community councils herein pro-
posed. They would have much to gain in a more direct concern with
prospective union members as well as with other members of-the
general community.

'Parentg, over the years, have likely fele increasingly helples
in carrying cut what They still consider to beand still istheir re-
sponsibility to advise their children on occupatiohal choice and to
guide them in preparation for work. As economic change hasipro-
ceeded, the chances of a child carrying on the family craft or busi-



ness has diminished. The same forces have made it harder for any
parent to stay knowledgeable about the opportunities available in
the local area, let alone the national or international scene. Thus,
arents should be represented on the council both to participate in
e effort as a while and to help their youth make the slifficult '
anntio

It would also be desirable to include representatives from
Major seivice organizations, because ,they will contribute to policy,
because they can bring volunteer resources to bear, and because
they can provide opportunities for local service as part of educa-'

_ _ ,

tion-experience arrangements.
Effective citizeRs of no particular organizational affiliation

would be needed, to talk with students about what a particular
career is like and how ofie geti there frcim here. Youth represent&
tives should be on the &Linea as a reminder to the adult partici-
pants that it is youth interests that bring them around the table.

organization

A council could not very "well carry out its purposes without
a regular executive director and some staff support. Initially, some
funding bf these positions would facilitate matters greatly. Over the
longer run-it would be the task of the council to bring community
resources to bear out of institutional budgets and volunteer efforts,
as well as securing the state and frderal grant monies.

While the effort would c8me from within the community,
from twenty to twenty-iiVe communities should be'tied together in
a networkthat would enable an interchange among them about Stkc-
cessful practice to prevent *fess trial and error. While the solu-

,

tions would be proposid by th council, a cbmpetent local person
should take responsibility for setting goals and objectives and
arranging for assessment of-program outcomes. Accdrate recording
of a community's experience would help transplant the approach.

What is su ested here is a process, not a program. Behind it
is a conviction that we have gone toa far in asking the schools alone
to take the responsibility for providing access to society: A variety
of isolated programs are now successfully dealing with one or

_ _
anothir aspect of growing up. What is missing is ihe collaboration
among institutions that can make these progams truly effective ,and
sustaining. The, leadership for such collaboration will come from
different quarters -starting where the interest is greafest and the
comrditment strongest.



There are, of course, a few arrmgements that are in the spirit
what is here.described, although, to otir knowledge, without the., '_-

fully developed agenda described in The Boundless Resource (Wirtz,
,

1975). An example wpuld be the Hampd County. Massachusetts
Induitry Education Labor Council.An 'a erimenfil network 'br
from twenty to twenty-five communities w uld greatly benefit by_
inclusion of communities that had already _come some of the dis-
tance.

While the description-here has been of the young moving to
adulthood, the pf6posal itself is Considered al appropriate for deal-
ing-With the transition from work to education, a part of a-larger
problem of escaping the time traps of, life we have set for ourselves:

e, thyouth for e cation, e middle years for work, and the last third
of life oft 4for nothing. Moreover, the very nature of a proposal to
timtilate community initiative is grounded in a belief that there are

.no single alternatives that the nation must pursue, no single correct
answer, and no set of principles applicable to every city, town, and
arossroads of so vast a nation. Traffic will have to move down sev-
erelroads; it-has bccome_too great_for_one_to_carry _

ea
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England& bringtnk education and work. sectoh
together through cehoalized coordination

in order-to ensure national economic survival.

1,e$-$;ops-iftbm----140-:

david-o shea

As the transition from school to work presents major problems for
many eighteen- to twenty-two-year-olds in the Unitedptates, it may
be helpful to explore ways in which another country, in this case
England, has attempted to meet this type of issue (Perry, 1975).
While solutions developed in England are adapted to the special
needs and possibilities of that country, the underlying.pattern of
the progranis adopted there is at least suggestive of ways in which
siMilar problems might be addressed constructively in the United
States.

The setting is different in the two countries, but in r.ecent
years leaders in both have shown growing concern for the talent
wasted by inadequate linkages between school and work. 'In
England this concern is motivated by.an urgent need to maximize
the level Of knowledge and skill in the workforce to ensure national
economic survival. Lacking sufficient internal resources to provide
for the population, Britain's economy depends on the production
of manufactured goods whose, cost and, quity will overcome corn-
petition in world markets. The United States, 1)31 contrast, is only
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now beginning to enter a period when the problem of balancing the
coit of imports againsf the revenue from exports is having an im-

. . .

,pact 'on internal policies. What has attracted the attention of policy-
makers to the __interrelationships between school and work: is the
emergence of intern-al social problems associated with blocke
mobility and youth unemployment that are sufficiently serious to

. have provokednrban riots in the 1960s .
A high school education, typicOly with a liberal artS emPha-

sis, provides youngsters with few marketable skills, thus evoking
owing jnterest in, and increased_ federal funding for the broaden-

ing 'of vocational, or "careei," education within ihe-,high school ,

riculum. AlsO, for those students who do go on'to college and grad-
nate with a liberal arts and sciences background, idb opportunities
commensurate with their- acquired subprofessional status ire rela
tivelY scuce.:

While community colleges and prop asy (private) schools
could provide a major alternative to four-year colleges in ithe post-
secondary sector, apparently they are not' being very effective in
this-regard-(seWilms4-1974).-An examination_of_tbe_English expe--
rience puggests that certain Preconditions have to be met for an
effecti4e integration of postseCondary education and job placement,
and that these conditions are mostly lacking in, the American set-
ting.'

conditions a sociated with s ool-to-work policies in England

Four major condi ions have shaped development of the pres-
ent pattern of relations "ps between school and work in England'.
and Wales. The first, as ioted already, i the existence of serious
threat to national economic survival, a factor that has motivated the
development of a nationaltraanpower policy. The second condition

centralized coordination and planning of education, industrial,
training, and the processes of transition between school and work.
The third is centralized control of broad scope, covering bo-th sec-

ondary and postsecondary technical education, indostrial training, .

and the employment and guidance servkggfthat:lielp structure link-
ages between school and work. Fourth, and list,.the status of voca-
tional education has been upgraded in part by its incorporatiOn into
a system of further education at the peak of which are degree-gmnt-
ing polytechnic institutes. .

Threatened Survival. The first of these conditions is evident
he consensus among leaders of political parties, business, labor,



and education that national survival dependi on 'constant improve- .

ments in productivity, a consensus that has found expression over
the past fifteen years in a concentrated effort to upgrade manpower
training, emphasizing tkoth education prior to entry into, the wor
force and also subsequent Araining within industry itself. Nest sur-
prisingly, -therefore, youth ip_Ehgland find themselves the object of,

, a variety of government-sponsored programs aimed at helping indi-
viduals develop intellectual and work skills to the maximum and at
placing each person in a career within which he or she is likely to
make a productive contribution tb the economy.

Government Involvement. Involvementof t e nation goy-
, ernment in the English system finds ei.rPression in the second condi-

tion_underlying the rather comprehensive structure that has been
developed to link school arid workingqe. This condition is centrai .
ized coordination and- planning of postsecondary education. How-
ever, although the English systein is centralized at the governmental
level, sulficient 'flexibility exists for adaPiation to special geo-
graphic- and industrial needs, as we shall see when considering the
.systees thirdsupportive condition.

Scope of Governmental Control. The third condition relates
to the scope of ,governmental cantrol.-In England and .Wales, gov-
mment agencies exert directive influence over all levels of techni-

cal education, most training -conducted within industry, the em-
ployment and guidance_services bridging the areas of education and
employment, and supplemental training activities required on an ad
Hoc basis to meet the needs of persons currently lacking marketable
skills. Essentially, these varied educational and training actirities fall
into the area of postsecondary education commonly conceptualized
in Europe as further education, a term used'to differentiate from
university-based higher education, the other major postsecondary
sector (see Scott, 1975, p. 72).

Government agencies most directly involved are the Depart-
ment of Education and Science and the Manpower Services Corn-
missibn of the Department of Employment. The commission works
through two divisions: the Emploliment Services Agency (ESA) and
the Training Servicek Agency (TSA). The ESA has charge of the
public employmen,t services_ throughout the country,.. includhig
career guidance and job placement. The TSA has seven regional
offices,,each supervising about twenty district offices located in
major population centers. 43.n important responsibility of these
offices, is liaison between employers and prospective employees.
Apart from its local office services, at the national level the.TSA



lallocates funds and coordhiates activities among the tWenty or more
industrial Training 8oards (lTfis), created since 1964. These boaids
are a particularly interestingdevelogment, being constittited separate-
ly_ for each sector of industry and com4ierce. The board for any given
industry has equal representation of ,employers and labor unions,
together with educator§ arid Members of relevant goVemment agen-
cies. Each board identifies,trairring needs within its industry anct de-
velops Programeto meet these need. Funds are generateplby a payroll
tax of up to 1 percent, .supplemented by direct government grants':

Upgrqding Further Educa&n: Related to this go vernniental
-focus on- postsee-ondary training is -the fonith -cOnditli-in 'of -the
English system. This condition is an upgrading of the status of fur--
ther education, a field traditionally held in low esteem relative -to
the prestigious area of higher education, which is the channel'

rongh which the children of, the more prosperous families nor,
ve moved in preparation for their adult cavers. The relative

of further education has been improved by placing at its peak
nal polytechnic institutes, each of which grants university, level

de ees,Sequentially-beneath-the_polytechnics,_in_a_hierarcky_that
alfalws a good deal of overlap betWeen the programs Offered in each
levdl of -histitution, come regional colleges, colleges of further edu-
cation that provide training for 'a. day-a-week release students from
industry, and local technical colleges, many of which also provide
secondary-level education in vocational programs for youngsters
aged eleven through sixteen, (see Fleischmann Report, 1972, p. 84).

The role of this extensive range of educational institutions in
mediating between secondary -schooling and the job market is rein-
forced by several initiatives. One is an emphasis on providing a full
ange of sandwich and, part-time courses for pe&ons already em !

ployed', a function that allows the educational institutions to corn-.
plement and work with in-service training programs organized by
the vari-ous 1TBs (for an example-, see Shapiro, 1973, pp. 56-57). A
second initiative is that policies governing-staff recruitment in poly-
technics kid other further education institutions emphasize $he hir-
ing of part-time personnel who are employed in jobs related to the
subjects that they teach. (For similar development§ in China, see
Hawkins' paper in tius monograph.) _ _ _

Overall, therefore, England's experience in addressing the
problem of transition from school to work suggests four conditions

. that makeñor a viable approach. These conditions, in turn, suggest
four stens that should be taken to deal with the same pioblem m
the UnitedStates.



eps that might be taken,in e United States

The fdur major. st suggested by the En expenence,
elements of which already- are emerging in this country are (1 ) th
.creation of a national manpower planning agency at the federal
level. (2) the creatiOn of formal structures to bring employers an
labor leaders in the major occupational sectors of the econgtny into
working -relationships with 'educators and governmental represen .
tatives to determine pre-entry and in-service trairring,needs for the
different careers, and -to stiperviie the provision of such training; (S)
state-level coordination of all further education, whether conducted
in schools, in work settings, or in community facilities; and (4) up-
grading of the status of further e ucation relative to higher
educatiojn

manpower planning agenc

At present at the undergraduate college level in the United
. Statesi-most-educational probrrarns designed' to equip-students-with

job entry skills for specific careers are based in Community colleges.
.

In 1968 these colleges had one third of their 1;800,000 students in
vocational courses. In addition, the same year,' there , were
"1,350,000 students (reduced to full-time equivalents) in proprie-
tary schools" (Scott, 1975, p. 61). However, as Wilms (1974) has
shown, the actual job positions obtained by graduates of these vock
tional programs, whether public or private, often are only indirectly
related to the training received, a situation indicative 'of very poor
linkages between postsecondary vocational training and occupa-
tional world. Qne step that could help improve linkages would be
creation of a manpower planning agency external to the educational
institutions, with strong roots in the occupational gructure. Such
an agency &uld assemble, analyze, and disseminate data to guide
educational planning and to help itudents themselves make in-

, formed choices among training programs offered. In fact, the basis
for such an agency exists ncw in the National 'Commission for Man,
power Policy. However, give is country's size, to be effective a(9,th
manpower_ planning _agenc would have Ao bc divided among . re- _

gional or even state-level offices. In addition, developments in
Englind indicate the value of siipplementing the work of manpower
planners in linking school and work by the creation of formal struc-
tures to biing employers and educators into close working relation-
ships. .



to link émplo4 and labor _leaders With educatorS.
-

nIte discussing the- gap. between nd work, the Man-.
power-Report-of- the_Ptesident. (U.S...Derlartrnent_of____Labor,:_1968
cites the high rate of b, unemployment and ulideremployment
-among ,youth hi the Unit d States;rates that a fhe highest for
industrialized nations -overall: As noted by Shipira.(1973, p. 15),
the report proposed a number of remedial approaches to this prob--
lem, "of which-the first wai improvemeut.in the educational syste
and great -_expansion of .cooPerative educatidd programs to bett
prepare young, peqple." CdoPerative progrims require-that educa-
tors work closely with both ernProyers and labor leaders within the
occupational :structure, and a 0-node for such joint, programing is
offered b), the English Industrial Training Boards (see Shapiro,
1973). Similar boards might well b established in the United States
though again at the ,state rather- ihYiafloimI level. Their impor-
tance is obvious, as unless emp oyers e concerned about ensuring
pre-entry vocational training aiid the c ntinuatts upgrading of the
skilli-of-their-employem-nios what-the-educational-system tries
to achieve in this regard is hound o fill over the long term. To help

antegrate the employment and educational sectors, a state-wide
agency for furilwr educa on ap ai-s desirable.

te agency for further ed Cation

A third step t at appears ,nec ssary in order to better struc-
ture linkages betwe n school and we) k is the creation of an agency

, ,
in eaeh state, with appropriate connier)iart structure at the fed-

, fk

eral level, to proiride planning servicel financial support, and /even
regulations, where needed, over the e tire field of further educa-/

_ tion, public- and Private. The major objective of such an agencY, i
basis for which now exists in the postsecondary education commis-

.

sions being established by federal funds in each state, would be to
encourages development of a wide range of further education pro-
,grams,.both within educational institutions -and within workplaces.
Prospective clients would inelude secondary School dropouts, work-
ers requiring imPioved skills within their present jobs, or for trans-
fer to better 1..,:ries, and persons whose existing Aki have been made ,

. 1 .,

obsolete by , technological change or other farors. The potential
scope of a state further education agency is suggOted by the find-
ings of an Office of Education su ey of public and private post-

1-

. secondary schools with occupatio al prograrris.,As reported by ,
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Scott (1975, p. 49) the survey found that there wre,i 1971, 8182
postsecondffy schools that offered occupationa rograms. This
total- was made up of 1027 technical and vocational schools, 306

. technical institutes, 967 business and commercial schools, 1481 cos-
metology schools, 1345 flight schools, 597 trade schools, 114 cor-
respondence schools, 1134 hospital schools, 782 junior ind commu-
nity colleges (about four out of. five of all community colleges), 884
colleges (colleges that offered programs to the level of a bachelor's
degree), and 45 unclassified schools. Of the total of 8182 schools
offering occupational programs, 1756' were public colleges, 506
were proprietary ,(that is, profit-making) schools, 970 were inde-
pendent nonprofit schools, and 420 were affiliated to a religious
group. Almost 3000 of the total number of schools were accredited
by a professional aecrediting association or agency approved by the

, Office of Education. About one. in eight was able to -meet the
stiffer standards of one of the six regional accreditjng associations.
About half of the total of 8182 were eligible to-participate in the
federal insured student loan program, and more than three quarters
were eligible to participate in the Veterans Administration program
of student assistance.

Extensive as this listing is, other components of any overall
system of further education are not yet covered. These, as Scott
(1975, p. 49) reminds us, include "museums, libraries, schools, and
other cOrnmunity adencies that offer courses which in the judgment
of the Offjce of Education are not vorational, on-the-job training in
industry, and formai apprenticeship programsall of which are im-
portant eingredients of further education." In-creating a state-level
agency for further education, attentum must be paid to the prob-
lem of the low status of further education's major component,
vocational education.

upgrading the status of vocational and fUrther education

ln England the status issue has been addressed, in part by
plac.ing degree-granting polytechnics at the peak of the further edu-
cation sector. Ways to approadi the same problem in the United'
States currently are under debate. 'File Carnegie Commission for
I higher Education (1973) has come out squarely for creating a single
state at;,ency for postsecinularV education with two divisions higher
education and furtluir education, Other.approaches have been pro-
posed by the Ontario Commission on POstsecondary Education and-
also by the New York State Board of Regents.

6 t)
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The Ontario group (Commission on Postsecondary Education
in Ontario, 1973), sometimes called the Wright Commission, pro-
poses that there should be but one agency for postsecondary educa-
don, without internal subdivisions..Withiri a unified command it is
hoped that the status issue could be re-iolved. To help in this, the
Cominission recommends that the statewide system incorporate the
principle of transferability "allowing students, as much freedom as
possible to transfer from one institution to, another and from one
program to another" (Scott, 1975, p. 110).

The Ontario Commission approach finds support from pro-
posals put forward by the Regents of New York (1972). Among
their proposals for educational reform is the recommendation that
"formal borderlines between collegiate and noncollegiate postp

.secondary education be erased through the develllanlent of a corn-
prehensive system of postsecondary education that involves no dis-

tinction in status" (Scott, 1975, p. 103).
There are grounds for pessimism, hovever, regarding the

effectiveness of unitary systems of postsecondary education in re.
solving the status problems of vocational education a&of further
education generally. While advocates of the single agency approach
place their hopes in 'a "comprehensive" system, we know only too
well the_ low status accorded vocational education within compre-
hensive high schools. If this example ism& sufficiently convincing,
there is the similar experience of community colleges to draw on.
Many of them suffer from "institutional schizophrenia, not sure
whether they belong to further or higher education" (Scott, 1975,
p. 62). One result of the status bias in favor of higher education is
that it appears to encourage students to delay too long in making 4
decision to discontinue with an academically oriented program. Of
the 1,200,000 community college students enrolled in academic
programs. in (he late 1960s, programs that are career-relevant pri.
madly for those students who transfer to four-year institutions,
only half actually made'snfil transfers (Scott, 1975, p. (51), leaving
the remaining half in a sort of,educational limbo so far as a market-
able skill is concerned.

While ming community colleges to gradually "cool out"
overly high aspirations held by many students, as Clark (1960) de-

scribes the process, may be a politically astnte response to public
pressures for equal access to higher education, echieationally the
process is indefensible at mieli a late stage in sluditnts' careers, and
economically it is wasteful, both to individnal students and to soci-

ety. It is a process Forced on colleges by die inequality of status
aceorded vocational education.

7 0



A Dual System Given the difficulties inherent in a unitary
postsecondary system with regard to equalizing the status of voca-
tionally oriented further education, the Carnegie Commission
(1973) proposal for a dual system deserves careful.attention. It con-
forms, of course to-the English pattern and has its own limitations.
However, it does offer a way pf ensuring Mat a governmental
agency' is focusing its full attention on the further education sector,
leaving higher education to a separate entity. StIch a dual structure
also provides public visibility for the resources being allocated to
each sector. While a unitary system does provide all students an
equal opportunity to move as far along the 'track within higher edu-
cation as they can, by focusing postsecondar,}L-re rees in academic

mprograms and professional schools such a syste h s a marked tend-
ency to 'abandon the 50:percent or more who drop by the wayside,
having been convinced that they could not 'make the grade aca-
demically. Among those who drop out of 'college and who never
actually enter are many persons of a practical bent, who spould be
given the opportunity to develop their applied skills within a system
committed as much to equality of status between sectors of post-
secondary education as it is to providing for equality of oppor-
tunity within each sector.

To upgrade the status of further education relative _o higher
education, rather than create degree granting polytxchnics aas in,
England, an alternative would be to encourage colleges of engineer-
ing and'other directly vocational programs in existing four year col-
leges to relocate within the further education sector of postsecond-,
ary education, thus becoming the apex of this sector. Such an initia-
tive not only would substantially improve the status of further
education, including vocationally. oriented programs in community

. :

colleges, but would also lay the groundwork for major reforms of
college level training within higher education. As Krauss argues:
-The present baccalaureate which i onsists it. an unhappy mixture
of liberal aro and vocationalism should be modified and a three
year program for the B.A. shourd be adequate.... The three years
should be devoted -almost entirely to the liberal arts* no& to general
education (Ir, On the other illind, to limn:mire specialization"
(1976, p. 174).

67

co nd uslun

Adaptation til the English approach to the problem of
school -to-work transition to the different historical, socioeconomic,
and geographic context of the United States obviously requires

71.
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careful thought and a. period of x5inentation. However, al-
-thbugh the four.hasic conditions proposed in this paper are lacking
in developed foirn within the United States, they e present in
embryo.. Given appropriate leadership within one state, or prefer-
ably at the federal level, these existing beginnings could belturtured
into'an effective program,.an outcome that-would result in major
reforms of the structure Of postsecondary education.

Within a structure of postsecondary education divided be-
tween higher and furthereducation, it should be possible to give

community colleges two distinct personalities rather than allOwing
the present split within one fo continue. Each college could be
formally separated into two distinct divisions, and, bY ensuring
improved status for vereational progTams within the further edu-
cation division, the pressure on entering students to opt for transfer
programs in .the higher education division hopefully would be
substantially reduced. Transfer programs would be left for students
who have both the motivation and the 'capability to continue
through four years of college and, if necessary, through graduate
school.

Further, the vocational programs, of community colleges
could be expanded tocallow those now offered WI junior and senidr
years of high school to be incorporated into the overall field of
postsecondary further education. High school facilities seldom are
adequthe for such programs, and it mako .sense to allow vocation-
ally oriented students to leave high school at the end of their sopho-
more year and transfer to community colleges or skill centers,
unless of course there are technical high schools available. Regular
high schools should be left to function as college preparatory rather
than terminal institutions, and in fact it is just for such a prepara-
tory role that most now are designed (see Scott, 1975, pp. 47-48;
Trow, 1961). ,

In conclusion, therefore, it is apparent that a solution to the
problem of transition from school to work requires much more
than changes at the level of the community college. While changes
at this level certainly are necessary, they must be set within an over-
all reform of the entire system of postsecondary education in order
to be effective. The component elements for sucli a reform already
are emerging-Slityd these elements be encouraged to develop and
ultimately eventuafrfin 'a new postsecondary structure, community
colleges will have a' key role both in the higher education and fur-

ther education sectorti.
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Teciniques of the People's Republic of China
in bridging education and work involve

integiat1ng the curriculunpwith society at large.

school- -o work transi_tion
in China

'ohn n. hawkins

One of the most dramatic Asian examples of successfully imple-:
menting access to the workplace and a smooth, transition from the
precollegiate level of schooling has taken place in the People's
Republic of China. Although the transferability of China's experi-
ence to a social, political, and economic context such as that of the
United States is debatable, considerable interest in China's educa-
tional programs has nevertheless been aroused and is currently cap-
turing the attention of American educators. China's experience
especially in the area of transition from school to work is providing
a model that many other developing and developed nations are at-
tempting to emulate.

The Chinese have discouraged and literally made impossible a
lock-step schooling cycle that allows students to move directly from
thc precollegiatc level to a conventional collegiate curriculum. Stu-
dents Must engage in a work-study moratorium of at least two
years' duration totprepare them either for advanced technical train-
ing in the labor force or for admission to colleges and universities.

Although community colleges arc not known as such by
name; structures arc evident that effectively facilitate postsecond-
ary training and access to the workforce. The primary feature of

71
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_these structures is the thorough integration of the curriculum and
learning experience in society at large. While the majority of these
programs are technically oriented, the Chinese still consider it hn-
portant to provide for liberal arts trning which nevertheless is not
divorced from major political and economic institutions.

Since the Cultural Revolution (1966 to 1968), enrollment of
liberal arts students in community-based educational programs has
continued, and additIonal facilities in the social setting have enabled
the students to work in a technical capacity while at -the same time
perfecting their skills in their chosen field. To overcome the tradi-
tional divorce of the arts from actual ecozomic production in sod-
ety, the Chinese have adopted the folloMng slogan to encourage
development of liberal arts education: "The departments of arts
should take all society as their factory." In practice, students spend
roughly- one third of their time applying their skills in the social
sciences to solve practical problems in factories, on farms, in health
stations, and in community organizations. The remaining two thirds
of study time is devoted to more conventional academic study in-
cluding but not dominated by lectures, self-study, and impromptu
discussion groups. As students take part in social activities, periodic
discussions are held to present a theoretical framework for this
method of study. One important result of this program is that Stu-

dents .who desire to focus their study in the arts and humanities do
so in a manner that links them directly to employing political and
economic institutions. In addition, they are required to learn a sec-
ond skill that is usually related to a technical field. On corneletion
of this course of study, they have acquired employer contacts in
their area and at least two skills to ease the transition from school

to the workplace.

polytechnical chration

The most far-reaching innovations in postsecondary, commu-
nity-based training, however, are occurring in the fietd of polytechni-
cal education. Prior to 1966 China had to rely for technical expertise
on the limited number of skilled technicians produced each year by
the few standard polytechnical univercities and colleges (for example,
Tsinghua University in Peking and rungehi University in Shanghai
Economic and social development was hindered by the fact that too-
few technicians and engineers were graduating and those who
entered the workforce were often underemployed.
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'The primary model for communitrbased worker and peasant
short-term colleges is the Shanghai Machine 'Tools Plant July 21
Workers' College. In September 1968, the spare-time middle school
of this large Shanghai factory (employing.6000 workers) was trans-
formed into a technical college to train middle- and advanad-level
technicians from' among its own work force. A new spare-time
preparatory middle school has now been established to assume the
funcOon of screening students iniu the Workers' College. New stu-
denti are selected from among plant workers with at least twelve
years' experience, Other considerations include performance at the
spare-time school and political and cultural level. The first class of
lifty-two graduated in 1971 after studying for two years and ten
months. It is expected that the second class will be larger and gad-
uate sooner.

The major difference between a graduate of this kind of tech-
nical schyol and ohe of the standard polytechnical universities is
that-rW worker-technician is trained more specifically in terms of
the needs of his or her factoty and is immediately employable. (For
further disctAsion of the import of immediate'employability, see La
Belle's paper in this volume). The curriculum consists of five main
areas: politics, labor, education, military affairs, and professional
subjects. The last area comprises the bulk of study (80 percent) and
includes a foreign languitge (English), mathematics, inechanical
drawing, hydraulics, electrical engineering, and designing tech-
niques. ExaminatiOns consist of actual design experiences. A final
exam requires the desigii of one of the more complicated machines
from drawing board to production line: While some textbooks are
taken from the regular universities, the emphasis is-on writing one
own instructional material. Instructors are drawn from among the
technicians already in the plant and professors Conte periodically
from nearby major j ilytedmical on' tvolunrkering their
time.

Worker and peasant colleges such as the Shanghai Machine
Tools Plant College have been established throughout China's indus-
trial sector. Because the Chinese have made a major el-fort to decen-
trAze industry by spreading light and medium industry'to the rural
areas, peasants are also benefiting liom this alternative form of
higher education. Chinese authorities are hoping that the increase in
middle-level technical personnel dr(awn primarily from the local
communities will assure future economic deyelopment and facilitate
employment opportunities for postsecondary students.

7
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'Conclusion

In sum, therefore, the problem of school-to-work transition
has been ameliorated in the People's Republic of China by (1) insti-

tuting a work-study moratorium of at kast two years between pre-

collegiate and collegiate schooling; (2) directing the focus of liberal

arts education toward the solution of practical problems, and thus

ensuring that students spend time with employers and workers in

places of work; and (3) developing community-based technical col-

leges, in which further education and training specific to technical
needs of the community is received. Although, as previously men-

tioned, the transferability of China's experience to the American

context is problematic, it is interesting to note that China has at-

tempted to solve the problem of school-to-work transition by alter-

ing at the societal level the areas of learning and working.

John N. Hawkins
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Bringing education and work sectors in Latin
America together has required centralized

coordination of industry with government.
\

gaining access to, the
world Of wc'prk

in Latin America

thomas j. labelle

0

Because there arc relatively few community-col_ege-type =institu-
tions in Latin America, the 'major responsibility for assisting youth
in gaining access to the world of work rests with secondary level
technical/vocational schools. Probably the most innovative techni-
cal/vocational institution to emerge in Latin America, and one that
ha's been employed as a model in several countries of the region,
ms initiated in Brazil in 1942. The institution is known as SENAI
(National Apprenticeship Service of Industrial Training) and in-
volves, the collaboration of industry and government in the training
of the industrial labor force.

manda ory cooperation

Because the ind s rialists apparently did not agree that
api ropriate for them to become involved in educational programs
traditionally administered and funded by the government, and as
there apparently did not exist any organized pressures Ii um the
working-class population for-such educational services, industrialists
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did not cooperate voluntarily. The subsequent legislation creating
SENAI, however, mandated such cooperation through a tax paid by
employers on the total worker payroll. It is this aspect of the pro-
gram, involving the maintenance of the educational programs
through financial contributions of industrial employers, that estab-
lishes the SENA1 effort as an innovative program in Latin America.

SENAI is designed to assist industry in training new skilled

workers, in the advanced training of skilled workers and master
craftsmen, and in the on-the-job training of both skilled and semi-
skilled workers as well as supervisors and technicians (Abreu, 1968).
In 1971 SENAI was supported by a 1 percent tax on the monthly
payroll of industrial firms employing more than 100 people. In that
year it was: (1) sponsoring thirteen industrial colleges, of which six
were maintained by private industry, that enrolled 2400 students;
(2) offering apprenticeship training for youth under 18,years of age,
enrolling 43,000 students in SENA1 schools and afiout 50,000 on
the j44b; (3) offering skills ,training, specialization and upgrading of
adults, enrolling 145,000 in SENAI schools and 101,000 on the job;
and (4) working with several other agencies in training and upgrad-
ing industrial skills. In 1971, SENAI graduated 12,500 apprentices
and trained or upgraded 154,000, adults and 330 technicians
(United States Agency for International Development (USAIDI
1972).

On the basis of the SENAI experiencein Brazil, centralized
programs of a similar nature have been initiated during the last two
decades in, among others, SENA in Colombia, INCE in Venezuela,
sci in Chile, SENNII in Peru, CONET in Argentina (Pan American
Union, 1965; Abreu, 1968) and most recently SECAP in Ecuador.

Some of these agencies have expanded their services to include basic

404,
education, agricultural technical assistance, and literacy programs.
All vary in terms of the administrative relationships extant between
the government and industry and in the amount and conditions of
the tax levied to support the program (for example, see Paulston,
1971; Diaz, 1968). In terms of programs, for example, SENA in
Colombia recently inaugurated a "popular professional prepara-
tion" program in both rmal and urban areas of the country. 0obi1e
units in, the rural 'areas are directe.d.d at training individuals for tile
development of community entetfirises, cot) penfives, and entre-
preneurs whereas in the urban areas the program is designed to train'
both the unemployed and underemployed. Also in the last few
years some SENAI-type institutions have collaborated with the
armed forces in their respective countries to train conscripts.



Usually affecting some 10 to 25 percent of the inductees, the pro-
ams offer instruction-and counseling in the last few months of

service. Such programs are often supported by the United States
Agency for International Development (USA1D) and each enrolls
up to 4000 Lndividuals (Hall, 1970).

commercial training

An extension of the indu.strial collaboration with the educa-
tion model of SENAI was created in Brazil in-1946. Known as
SENAC, or the National Service of Commercial Trthning, it is sub-
ordinate to the National Confederation of Commerce in Brazil and
is characterized by a financial structure .similar- to that of SENAL
The training in SENAC is aimed at the comm rcial sectior of the
economy and includes basic subject matter like 'Secretarial and.
business education, typing, and beautician tr g along with more
peripheral areas like coffee tasting, In .1971, _SENAC operated
seventy-five schools and centers as well as carried out programs in
conjunction with various government agencies such as. thc Brazilian
armed forces. Some 92,000 individuals completed programs in 1971
(USAID, 1,972).. -. v

While the Cuban programs ust primarily moral and sciciali.ncentives such as personal satisfaction and community betterment
to encourage and foster participation in these education and work
programs (Gillette, 1972), the majority Of the technical/vocational
programs in Latin America, primarily because of a lack of a cor-
respondingly strong ideological base equal to that which exists in
Cuba, must rely on more traditional socioeconomic incentives. The
major source of such incentives is jobs. As McGinn comments, little
value can be attached to training per se until-opportunities exist for
the application of what is learned (McGinn, 1971).

conclusion

Brazil's SENAI apprenticeship model appears to provide one
viable .relationship- between 'education and job placement in Latin
America. By paying the apprentice while he -Or she is learning a
trade, industry channels the apprentice into a particular position
through a combination of cla.ssroom and on-the-job experience. 'Pro-
grams that do not have such a relationship with employers often
find that irrespCctive of how good thc training experience, grad:
uates in many countries seldom can find appropriate employment.
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Although the transferability of these Latin Ameriarc effoits _

to solve the school-to-work transition problem to the United States
context is problematic, the centralized pattern of invahring goth
industry and government in organizing and coordItiating the techni-
cal training of workers provides an interestingmodel for those con-
cerned with 5libilar issues in the United States.
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hat is p1:613ably the most exten-
isting in Ameriea today'. InCluding

ifornia facilities, ;he major purposes
onal in. nature. While it originally

focused on-the reeducation of character-disordered adults, the com-
munity has expanded its scope. Synanon isaliAtv a complete commu-
nity that provides most services necessary to.maintain itself, such as
automotive repair, plumbing, carpentry, laundry, and food services.
The community operates businesses that employ clerks, account-
ants, saksnyn, managers; and so forth. Thus, within the commu-
nity arc a very wide range of opportunfes for career training and
evenuol employmen t.

Since Synanort is a total community, It provides unique pos-
sibilities for experimentation in the transition of youth from the --
school to the workplace. Synanon has developed its own schools
and 'attacked the problem of educating its youth. Both the school
and the workplace arc parts of the larger Synanon edircational
community. Thus, in Synanon we can attack the transition problem
as a whole, rather than focusing our interventions on anly the
school, ()lily the workplace,, or on some other single aspect of the.
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:problem. What follows is an attempt to describe Synanon's current
approach to this problem of transition.

Synanon Foundation was organized in Santa Monica, Califor-
nia, in 1958 by Charles E..Dederich- as the first self-help, thera-
peutic community, for the rehabilitation of drug addicts and chil'ar-
ter disorders.

Synanon currently operates five facilitieracross,Californil
and a small facility in Chicago, along with affiliated organizations in

, Detroit and New York. By far the largeit facility is in Tamales say,
Where three adjacent pietes of property totaling pbout, 3200 acres
house over 900 residents.

The poritilation .of Synanon has diversified considerably in
, recent years, Since 1968 a' nuniber of "equares," persons with no
background of character digorder, have entered Synanon in order to
assist in theTdevelopm-ent-of-the-community_and_ta_enjoy_thelene-
fits.of the conmiunal lifestyle., The "squares" now make up about
39 ercent of Synanon's adult poPulation.

Synanon's original apProach to the rehabilitation of character
disordered people yas.to view the problem as one of reeducation.
The character;disordered person was viewed as .an individual wh6
had failed to learn to function appropriately in ,s6ciety. Synanon's
'objective -was to reorient the- character disorder in the direction of
appropriate bebarior. In seeking to achieve this objective 8ynanon
developed some extremely powerful educatiOnal techniques. Most
,notable of these is the Synanon Game, a leaderless group encounter
situation 'in- which ten to' fifteen people sit in an open circletand
confront each other in whatever language ityle and about whatever
issues they choose'. These amesinay last from one hour to forty-
eight hours, a'Aough most residents play about two two-and-One-
half-hour Games each week. In the Game the newer,.members of

`e.Synanon receive social disapproval ,for their inappr6Priate behavior
and are 'reeducated in the direction oft a more appropriate lifestyle.
With_ individual's 'who have been in Synanon f6r a longer time the
Game provides a forum for free discussion of a wide range of both
community and personal issues.

in addition_to the Game, the Synanon community provides
an environment in which certain values; values usually lacking in
character disorders, are firmly . held by the community and made
very clear to the neWer people. These values include hard work;
honesty, and self-reliance.-



thp Synanon School

As couplesLin_Synanon married_and _had childrcn,ancLas-
"square" families entered, the need for chiff care and education
developed. In 1967 the Synanon School was founded to meet this
need. 'The school currently serves about 180 children of Synanon
resident . Its chief tools are the Synanon Ganie and the rather sim-.
ple and lear-cut value system (:lescribcd aboye. While ininy of the
tcchniq cs of instruction have been borrowed froth other educa-
tional si uations, the program that has developed from the Synanon
educati nal philosophy is unique .

on" the age of six months children are relted -communally
and are cared, for by those memberi of the community that have
chosen his. occupation. By the age of four, Synanon children have
received explicit training in the values of the Synanon community.
Childre from four to seven years of age arc taught to do their
"basics; ' including 'making their beds, cleaning their rooms, and
takin -are oftheirclothing. Evenatthisageyanngs-tersreccive
,training in the value of hard work and are expezted to have high
standar s of. performance. Up to the age of about ten, children have
an *re sing responsibility for maintaining their Own environm

'They k ep their dorms and classrooms clean, make minor
service' heir bicycl6, launder their oivn clothes, and so on. By the
age of t n, most Synanon children are able to wOrk hard and inde-

,pendent y to accomplish a variety of tasks neeessary for their own
Maintenance. Of course, they also receive more conventional educa-
tion in reading, writing, and arithmetic in daily classes.

It i important to note, however, that Synanon makes no dis-
tinction between lled academic education and the other types

.
so<a

of training that are given to youhg persons. All are fundamental ta
the education of Synanon children. It is just as important that a
child learn good worli habits and high standards of accomplishment
as it is that the youngster learn to react and cipher.

( At the age of ten, the .'work situation moves outside of the
child's immediate environment.. Children from ten to twelve years

.- of age ot only perform those tasks xectuked for their own mainte-,
.nance ,tit begin to take on productive jobs.in the community:At
this ptoint they participate mainlY in wdik ciews that do simple
tasks of cl6aning and maintenance in the community under the
supervision of members of dr school staff. This.mie Of work takes
from five to ten, hours of the child's week.

By the age of thirteen, youngsters make the transition fr
working under thq-supervision of school staff to working-under the
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supervision of others irr the community. By this age youngsters
serve in "mini-apprenticeships" in fields such as automotive me-
chanicsanimal _husbandry,_agriculture,carpentry, _and plumbing,
They are'employed about twelve hours a week and arc Totated from
one job to another at three-month intervals so that they have an
opportunity to sample a range of occupations. This vocation0 train-
ing conthmes to parallel their formal academic training.

At age sixteen the youth graduates from the Synanon High
School. At this point his or her identification is more with the_ _ _

morkplace than with the school although this does not mark the
end of formal edueation. The youngster assumes the normal work
schedule, developed several years ago in Synanoni referred to as the
"Cube." On such a schedule the person w9rks for six days, has a
day off, works for five more days, and then has nine days off. Sun-
day is a "Sabbath" and no one Iderks on that day unless it is an

uabsolute necessity for the maintenance of, the community.
During the "motion" or work pat of the Cube cycle Syna-

non-High-School-graduates-serve-as-apprentices-in-some-Syninon
. 'depar ent. In the growth part of the Cube cycle, when they have

nine c nsecutive-days-off,_youth are free to pursue further aca-
demic ducation. To accomplish this Synanerris-developing a Syna'-
non Cellege, which presektly offers a wide variety of cburses- to
membeis of the Synanon community .

the role of the Synanon Game

The Synanon Gamihas important functions at a l levels of
the educational process
Games at the age of f ur. The Games help leviate-the tension be-

0/The children begin .to play short Synanon
al

tveen children and institute a form of communication between s u-
dents and teachers that is not possible in other setiing5. The c
is especially irnportart..in that not only can the teachers criticize the
performance of the students, but the students can also criticize the ,

. performance ef the teachers. Thus it provides an important feed-
back device that is lacking in most educational settings. As the child
moves from the school setting to the workplace, arr increasing num- .

ber of individuals must maintain effective communication to facili-
tate the educational process. This goal can bc readily accomplished
by arranging Synarion Games in which school personnel, students,

- and Employers all participate.



-conclusions

By age sixteen, a youth in 5ynanon has virtually completed
the transition from school to the workplace. This transition
been accoMplished in a series of gradual steps beginning as early as
four years of age. Synanon School is explicitly designed to foster an
efficient transition from childhodif fo the adult society. Synanon is
uniquely able to accomplish this goal because both the school,and
the workplace are integral_parts ,of a single _community and not
separate institutions competing for limited resources within a much
more loosely organized structure..

The school-to-work transition is further eased because Syna-
non 'has broken with .the traditidin of maintaining a dichotomy be .-
tween vocational education and academic education. A6dernic and?'
vocational training are carefully integrated and, symbolically, even s,

the physical facilities for vocational and academic training are '
located next to each other., Adults in Synanon generally achieve
prestige-through-the-excellence-of -how-theperform_their_work,
not from the kind of work they perform. Thys a fine-carpenter is as
highly . valued by the community as an excellent teacher. By the
same token vocational education is an integral part of the education
of every yotmgster in Synanon, whether he or, she is a piring to a
job on the top managemennt of Synanon or a job on th construc-
tion crew. The decision to specialize in something mor reievant to
vocatiOnal training or something More relevant to traditional aca-
demic training is made at a relatively late point. Up to that point
both kinds of education are provided.

Brooks Carder, Synanon's Provost or.chie
educational offker, received a Ph.D.. in

experimental psychology from the University
of Pennsylvania and sereed on' the psychology

acuity at the University of California at
Los Angeles for seven years before 'taking a

position at Synanon. He currently lives wIth
his wife and two sons in Synanon's

Tamales Bay, California, community. z



Special problems result from the diverse goals
and heterogeneity of the community college

faculty and-ktudent body and require
overcoming staff resistance to innovation .

the impact of community
college structure on the (

school-to-work transition
Janet Iieberman

What exists in the structure of the community college, itself, that
makes the desired transition from school-to-work so difficult? One
problem is the multiplicity and the lack of clarity of goals for the
community college and for its student body. In New York City,
approximately 50 percent of the student body use the two-year
program to acquire a terniival vocational degree; another 50 percent
see it as the basic element in an academic transfer program to a
four-year college.

A variable that interacts ulth the multiplicity of goals of an
institution is the diversity in individual abilities and motivation
mong the 'student population. Even if the-institution evolves clear

goailA for itself-, the students'objectives do not always mesh. The
achieved level of entrance abilities in the basic skills ranges from the
fourth-grade to above the thirteenth-grade level, and the individual

tidy skills- cOmpetencies cover the same spectrum.
In addition to the multiPlicity of goals and heterogeneity of

the student population, the nature of recruitment and advanCement



of faculty restricts community colleges' contribu ton to the solu-

tion of the school-to-work transition problem or example, faculty
in_piosLeolleges_have_little-trainint in integrating work experience...

and classroom learning. Few have worked outside a colfege setthig;

many come diiectly, from the graduate school classroom to the
community college teaching role. Furthermore, faculty incentives
"publish or perish," committee and administrative assignments, pro-

motion and tenure criteriaalmost ensure that faculty members will
not acquire_a greater understanding of the world of work once they
pbtain their facnity position. How then can these faculty merriheri
'know how to integrate the classroom learning with the activitie of
the workplacean integration that must be achieved in ordf to
solve the school-to-work transition problem?

problems and solutionS.

The difficulties in facilitating the school-to-work transition of
eighteerF-to-twenty-two-year-olds posed-by-the multiplicity ofspals
and the heterogeneity of the student population in the community
college can be eased by adopting a cooperative education model.
The college must build an internal organization that helps to inte-
grate work and study. Two branches of City University of New
York, La Guardia Community CoRege and Staten Island Commu-
nity College, have developed interesting approaches to combining
work and study. All students (terminal degree and transfer) partici-
pate in work internship along with the normal academic course
work. Antioch and Northeastern have a long history in these en-
deavors. 'Each Program is consistent with its population and student

needs.
Resistance to Change. In attempting to promote a successful

school-to-work transition through the implementation, of a cooPera-

tive education prograth, certain problemsoarise, not the least of
which is lack of adequate experience and preparation foras well as
outright resistance tochange among community college facultY.
The training of faculty and incentives for their participation in
cooperative education progr an important part of the solution

tO the school-to-work transi oblem.
Much has been written a the general resistance of staff to

linnovation. The popurar image ol the ivory-tower professor epito-
mizes the isolated functioning 'of the average faculty member. Ilea-

sons fdr resistance io 'change may be rooted in the general insecur-
-ity of faculty. Faculty believe that teaching should not be iestricted

8



by outside interference. To protect their work space from interfer-
ence, instructors have set up both informal and formal organiza--
tions that maximize their control.

An institution wishing to introduce a cooperative education
program has two options: either to recruit new faculty who have
positive attitudes toward the desired program or to change the
existing attitudes of faculty Opposed to innovation. It is admittedly
easier to select the first option.

Deans and adininistrators responsible for hiring new faculty
can degign simple interview techniques to determine a potential fac-
ulty applicant's interest in cooporaive education. It is frequently a
good idea to select faculty whose histories have included more than
straight academic training, The experience at La Guardia sugg
that, selecting faculty who have a personal commitment to the id
of cooperative education was extremely helpful to the success Of
the program. There is no dearth of cmdidates who are schooled in a_
both the work and the academic areas, bue%bviously the sources of
-recruitment-for-these-candidates-are-not-primarily-at-thvrestige---
institutions. Graduates of schools where cooperative,programs exist
often have valuable contributions to make.

If the program is to be superimposed, the administration will
be well advised to move slowly and develop grass-roots support at
the faculty level. Prior to launching a program, key faculty mern-
bers can visit successful programs and talk to Colleagues. One meth-
od is to encourage a teacher who wants to experiment to find a
few colleagues who are interested. The newly formed group sup-

_ports its members -and protects it from criticism. Administrators
provide the funds and the innovation moves upward through the
institution. The process is delicate: administrators cannot legislate
acceptance; the faculty member needs encouragement and substan-
tial information to promote the idea. The closer the practice coin-
cides with the teacher's own value system, the quicker acceptance
will come. Part of the restructuring includes in-service trainfrig.
There is virtually no preservice training for programs of the kind
described.

Evidence on innovation emphasizes the need for faculty to
feel secure if change is tce occur. Therefore the aim of the training is
to support the instructors when they engage in risk-taking behavior.
Try taking your faculty on a helicopter ride or undenvater, to pro-
voke.seeing the world from anotfier viewpoint. At the same ti
plan an outing to the neighborhbods where students live; provi e
dialogue with parents and cOmmunity representatives; arrange for



prospective employers to meet with faculty. Such suggestions 'are
informal and inexpertsive. A more formalized way of bioadening
faculty_horizonxis the_coneept_oflaculty_exchange ..08ther17. lege
staff -work in the cooperative placement setting (hospital;Minic,
personnel office, publisher, corporation) and the potential ep-
ployereomes to teach. Facilitating reciprocity between academic
and work setting promotes empathy and a clarification of goals that
benefits students, faculty, and employers. Mutual experience and

_interchange can add immeasurably to the integration_ of the aca-
dernie and the cooperative experience.

Academic "Discipline." An even More difficult area of re-
aining is to reduce the academic "discipline" orientation. Atti-

udes toward vocationally related experiences are generally nega-
tive. Often, instructors are not skilled in helping students benefit
from their work experience.' Faculty participating in .community
college cooperative education programs need to understmd the rela-
tionship between 'school performance and job behaviors. While if
inay-helfrfacultrstudeurrelationships-to-be-on-a-first-name basis,
the studeni also needs to understand the authority structure on the
job. Coming late, missing class, not keeping appointments are poor
preparation for external success. We do.the stodent no favor by mis-
representing the real world. Students 'most learn to accept the con-

e

'sequences and responsibility for their behavior.
Other 'techniques can also help integrate Work and education.

Simulation of work experiences of an office or a factory assembly
line can b6 very helpful. A team approach:to training can be.a desir-
able in-service exercise to assist students in understanding the ecol-
ogy of work and the impact on the wbrker.

Incentive System. Finally, administrators must expand the
merit and incentive system Ao include promotion for innovation. If
and when a college has a clear goal to promote a program, the inno-
vative efforts to acbieve that goal warrani appropriate rewards;
otherwise, faculty energy will be diverted to personal pursuitS. Only
by integrating the incentives into the existing system will new prac-
tices be fostered.' Establishing a good cooperative educaiou pro-

am is possible..It is difficult and not .the only approach to the_
problem of easirrig the school-to-work transition, but it is feasible
and the rewards for students and faculty are worth the effort

Janet Lieberman, designer of the middle college
concept and forger asiistant dean oWulty
is a isp professor of social sciences at La Guardkz
Community college, city University of New York .



The diffuse nature o occupational preparatiOn
is one reason why two-year colleges play a

elatively4maltrole.in.thepr ation-of Workers,
. .

cOritribOtioti-5- of

occupationaLpreparation

_ow do American workers aequire theirI occupational skills? One
..

.ttuat apprenofficial list includes: votationi ..c on; ticeship;* em-. . .. . ,

ployer training; armed 'forces Irainine# MI manpower programs;
home-study Courses; junior coileges br''''eoltilmunity colleges; and col-
lege and university training. The variety-of training routes, espe-
cially fOr Workers with less than four_yeari of c011ege, is astounding.
If the official data are to be believed, the majority of employed per--
sons without college degrees' have never completed a formal trning

, -

program. Tbe 1970 census (U.S./Bureau of the Census,' 1973 ) re -
ported that 30 percent had completed a progrpm. In an earlier U.S.
Department 'Of Labor (1968) surrey,- the majorify pf wOrkers re-
ported that they had picked up their occupational skins informally
on the job.

In this nation devoted to data athLting, information of a,
precise nature on sources of training is fragmentary and of poor
quality. This is not because efforts have_hot been Made, but rather
that the variety of routes _into Occupations, ,the,mobility of the
workforce, both geographicall and occupationally, and above all
the localism, that charactell life in the United States, make it-

.



Very difficult Oren to find suitable categories for assessing skill ac-
quisition. First of all, there are a great many occupations for which
specific_vocationaL preparationis minimal. For instance, on the
automobile or 'Flectronics assembly line, very little learning is re-

Liked. A person who ttkes such a job, as well as His or her em-
. .ploYer, will know within thirty days whether he or she can perform

adequately under difficult conditions-. Here, adequacjr is more a
matter Of, tolerating the work and becoming conditioned to per-
forming repetitive tasks d ter day than it is a matter of acquir .
ing skill. I

All jobs require a degree of socialization, in the-sense that the
new worker has to become accustomed to the habits, mores, and
routines of the workplace and the work groups. Beyond that, many
jobs require specific occupational skills. A quick review of typical
patterns in industries and occupations should offer some notion of
the complexities and even, cOntradictions in the acquisition of
training.

formal preparation in various occupational clusters

Pfeparation for the traditional cirofessions is.now almost en-
tirely a function of colleges and universities in undergraduate, grad-
uate, and professional schools. Among the other semiprofessional,
technical, and kindred occupations, those in the health industry are
most likely to have formal pre-employment training available.

Technicians. In the nonhealth technical occupations,.there -

as-been some tendency for forinal training programs to increase in
the enorneeling specialties. These specialties illustrate how certain
interstitial activities take on more formal boundaries, both with
espect to the content of the work and the typical training. Techni-

,
cians formerly were recruited from the ranks of blue-collar workers,
'particularly Machinists and tool and die makers. On the other hadd,
-a number of engineers, both those with college 4nrees and those
vAthout, have always performed what are essentiAly technicians'
tasks. The growth of formal curricula for the ttaining of engineering,
technicians in effect limited the upward mobility_ of certain blue-
collar-.workers, and may very- (yell have intensified the job dissatis-
faction of graduate engineers who are underutilized cpmpared fp
workers with two years of technical training.

Managers and Administrators. Training reported hy Mai:lagers

and adnunistrators is probably the most difficult of all to assess,
since a great many in this category began their work lives in other



occupations. In the 17O census, L6 illion noncollege managers
and administrators, or a hird of the no college total inl'.--this occupa-
tionaLcategory,_repor that they...h -completed- a. specific Noca-__..-
ional training program U.S. Bure u of Census, 1973). The so-

called distributive education offe ngs of vocational educaVon
probably made some contribution to this total among managers in
...
retail trade. Other detail ccu ations that show a relatively high,
proportion of formal tr ng re funeral directors; .inspectors in.
local, state, and federal gove gilt; and managers iri_various busi- i-,

. _ . --
ness services.

Sales Workers. Amon sales workers, about 27 percent re-
, ported specific training; her, the occupations most heavily involved
are real estate agent4 and brokers, insutance agents and brokers,
st ck and bond salesmen, and nonretail trade salespersons who fre-
qu ntly have considerablp knowledge of the product, e4her from
for al training or, experience in the production aspects of the in-.
dustry in which they are employed.

Clerical-Workers: Arno ng-cl e rical-workers;ab out-32=p ercen t
reported specifit itraini g but here the picture is much clearer if one.,

,lconsiders office and n noffice clericals separately. Where the opera-
tion of an office:machine is involved, one can be reasonably certain
that the operator received-sante kind of formalized instmClion, al-
though not necessarilY at a level that would qualify as a "program."
On tbe_ other hand, a 'good Many clerical occupations require only

. .exposure to the job. In this category are stock clerks, shipping
clerks, payroll clerks, file clerks, cashiers, and a host of other rou-
.. , . .

tine activities.-
.The majority of clerrcal jobs have no promotional opportuni-

ties; once the activity is learned and the person proficient, promo-
tion requires acquisition of new and difficult skills. Since there is
more to being a secretary than typing and stenography, it is worth
remembering _that most secretaries in thelpast learned the associated
skills on the job, with many moving to riew employers after acquir-
ing experience. Notwithstanding, there have always been secretarial
schools; the community collegei in some cases have taken over this
preparation on a pre-employment basis. Along with-formal trainirig
comes an attempt to .upgrade the subject witla new name, secre-
tarial technologies.

Crafts. As one might expect, formal training is most common
among- craft occupations. Even here howeve , the total reported
level was 39 percent in 1970. One of the tiighe t percentages was 60
percent among electricians, and here again lieg requifements



play a rol . Plum ers are alsei licensed, hOwever, and fewer than half
of them 'reported formal training. Apprenticeship, the traditional

yreparation--for-craftworkers,-is :relatively. weakly-organized-in-the
United Stites compare& to other industrial countries. Of. thi
264

7
000 registered apprentices at the end of 1972, 61 percent were

in construction trades, 11 percent in metalworking, 5 percent in
printing, and the remaining 23.percent in a variety of other trades.

'Data available for 1960 through 1974how that in most years "can=
_cellations,': including voluntary, quits, lay-offs, discharges, and inter--.

ruptions for military service, were equal to or greater than the num-
her of completions. Many apprentice drop-outs eventually becom
skilled journeymen through less formal means, and cancellationsin-
crease when jOhs are plentiful because trainees have the opporninity
io earn journeyman whges. On the other hand, appientiees reniain
in training longer and are more likely to complete their apprevice-
ship when jobs are not quite so plentiful.

peratives. 'Among operatives and laborers, fewer than 0
percent report specifinraming..Een this percentage would seem to
be an overestimate since jobs in these categories, like the assemblers
mentioned above, typically require on-the-job iiperidnce rather'
than formalizeirinstniction. Interestingly enough, service workers
report .a higher lev'el: 29 'percent said that they had had formal-
courses. When one recalls the occupations involved, it is clear where
the training is contentratedin health service work such as dental
assisting, practical nursing; among barbers and cosmetologists, and
fire fighters and police officers. Here again, the occupations most
likely to involve formal training are those connected to one -or
another fowl of accreditation.

conclusions

While there is general agreement that mbst noncollege work-
ers pick up their skills infOrmally on the job, production work in
different industries varies first with respeCt to the range of required
skills and, second, with the degree of structuring of skill acquisition.
Steel is a case of an internal labor market where blue-colfar workers
enter unskilled and progress through vafious grades, first as helpers
and fihally into the skilled occupations. In the Bell system, the
internal iabor market involves formal training provided by the corn-
pally. each position. -Public utilities tend to have fewer formal
course r promo-tion but may dubsidize workers to attend Courses

local institution& In automobile manufacturing, companies pro-

9 4



vide tapprenticeshiplike programs for the ,skilled
quire, particularly'for maintenance functions.

n -the-total- pan6p1rof-traininvtwo-year-postsecondary in-
itutions play=c;nly a small role. In the, academic year 1970-1971,

sthey dwarded 153,549 askociate 'degrees and other formal awards
below the baccalaureate. ThiS represented a sizeable increase from
1967-1968, when- the figure was abotit 88,000, and the number has
doubtless continue to increase. But the distribution of their gradu-tun

-4 ates: among% occupa al progams in 1970-1971 indicates the areas
where two-year programs have gained acc6ptance:

Business and Coinmerce ,

Data Processing
Health Sei-viees and Paramedical
Mechanical arid Engineering
Natural Science
Public Sprvice-related

The establa-ment of-a-successful 13rogram ni,-labor. market
terms seems tci dePend most on a close-tie-with an employing or- -
ganization or industry. Where a police force, for example, agrees to
use a local institution for training, an important .prerequisite for
success exists. Vague staVents of needs, on the other 'hand, may
be insufficient grounds fo establishing specific training, and there
are cases where large investments resulted in neither., job prospects
nor, finally, in enrollnients.
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A cooperative netwoik 'gram'support
akencies 'is required ko 1.ope with 4actors

that lima thf assimilative capacity of work
orgdnizations to atisorb learners.

i,work organizations
absorb Ieäthérs '17-

tob.Ott.8._ boan

Experiential education methods historically have been an important
component in higher education curricula in the United States. Such
methods find their roots in the apprenticeships that prepare4stuA
dents for such -learned erofessions as theology, medicine, .or 1kw in
colonial times. They hav'e been supported by Dewey (1916); White-
head (1929), and m6st other prominent echkational philosojahers
and theorists, and their are 'advocated by Toffler (1974) and other,
futurists.Apprenticeships, cooperative education programs, fielcrre-

*search sucljes, action learning, and clinical programs exeinglify the
. variety of forms experiential education has taken through the years.

The last decade has seen very rapid expansion of such pro-
grami. In community college cooperative education programs, for
example, there has,pbeen tremend6us growth, from 31 prograins
enrolling 3410 students in 1968 to 163 programs enrolling 25,265
students in 1973 (Brown, 1974). The, number of institutions of all
types with cooperative educati6n programs was 24 in 1952, 50 in
1962, and 400 in 1973 and it is estimated that one half of all insti-



,

tutions of higher education Will' have sua programs
Smith, 1974),

'Educators have consiktently called fOr further expansion of
_

cooperative pfograms involving ,schiiol -and. community educational
settings., Such an expaniion of programs, kowever, would require
much greater support from conimunify agencies than his been rez
quired to date. Smith (0,74) warns that the longterm will haVe to
See- a balancing of supply and ',demand, a coming tO grips with an
increasing number of cooperative education' colleges- and-students
and the opportunitiei available for 'meaningful involvehnint in busi.

ss, industry, government and service agencies. Me asks several -
important questionii "Wh6shaild'oversee the marketplace: govern-.
ment? employers? \ educational institutions? Professional organiza-
dons?. Will government be forced to fund work_experiences in the
private sectors as well:as in public service agencies?"

why asSiinilative capacity may tie&n.ne restrkted

There are a number of potential hazards -in assuming that
work organizations have an unlimited capacity to absorb_learners.
Three representative hazards are considered here. First, personal
attitnties within an organization or the community may prohibit an
otherwise worfhwhile placement. If the owner of an enterprise is
overly concerned_ with, its public image, for example; the learner's .
assignment may be ,so inconspicuous that it is trivial. Wort super-
visors who have developed fhe attitude that learners re genera
uncooperative or unqualified may not giv a new learne the dppor-
tunior to affect anything 'within the su enisoPs span of control..,

...I

The regulm- workforce may feel threaten d by any new member,
especially a learner who may deviate ab s e or below esSabhshed
production Jiorms. Eyen educators thernselve , o accustomed
to field experience educatioK may iiinimize the pa çntial for ,a

_ placement br suggesting that the organization provide ctivities for
tlie learner that ae, in fact,, inappropriate.-'Regulatory and public
service agencies may impose certain 'restrictions that curtail field
stiidy experiences in order to support otherwise desirable public
policy. And any one of 'many special-interest groups may attempt
to manipulate the nature of workt:learn environments to satisfy its
own ends.

Second, even if personal attitudes within the local area are. .

, , ,

su ortive of work-learn programs, there may not be an adecitiat. ,
nu eer of wprk organizationx to support the students in settings



near ,campus. For, example, relatively large resthential Colleges 'are
often flocated in'very small communities, far froth any Concentra- ., I /
tion Of work-ofganization. ,

,Third, there are substantial psts involved in providing a work
setting fOr the learner. Some costs are paidbysfederal student assist-
ance funds', bui most are agiurned 'by sponsoring work- orgainiza-

, tions., These, costs pay\ for, learners' salaries and expenses, added
SUpervisoly time, incrrased overhead-expenses, and ocCaiiOnal losses
in,Producitivity attributable to the learner. Although there are bene-
fits enjoyed' by, worki organizations tvhen sponsoring a student
learner, the, et east to. organizations Will- increase inyroportion to

-ineTeaSei-itithe number: Of stn.-den-B.' they 'sponsor.
,

,

implications for rekarch and Policy geheration

Thus far, we have.: discussed a situation in which greatly in-.
creased, emPhiasis ''field experience edueation programs is being

, ,

proposed -at a time when the assiinilative capacity of work organiza-
tions to sUppOrt the learners in thoe programs is under question. ,

To encourage these potentially valuable education programs and to
facilitate their widespread implementation, several steps must be
taken. .

Major. Resfarclz Program. First, a_ majcir program of research
coordinated by a gr up representing- educatibn,Iabor, commerce,
and public service sh uld be initiated at the federal level. Too little

. is_knowri 1about the earning-outcomes of work-learn p_rograrns,and
educators, inarticulalte about expected results, are\ at a grave dis-

,

advantage when atte pting to place learner; in igOrk organizations.
There have been some local attempts at assessment of learningout-
-eomes and the reCent QooperatiVe Assessment of Experiential
Learning project coOrdinated by the Educational Testing Service

ovides some ,insi ht into nation-widq results But much reinains to
b Jearned. H

Some of the first questions to be addressed by such research
include: What is the effect of various.types of in-school preparation

, on the learning outcomes Of field experience education? For exam-
ple, should course work precede field work providing a foundation
of knoWledge for the student? Or should field wOrk come first,
bringing relevant experience into the course work? How Can the- ,

proper mix be achieved?
Second, research shohld deal with such questions as: How do

different roles-and relationships among teachers, supervisors and

_



. 1

iiderits':. affect earning putdorries?'Ahotrld s faculty giA e:sstudimts

Ough A --fie! _e4erienee, s Or 'shOuld 'organiiation' SupeiVisors_
Aiiunie---:trui:jor' espOnsib_ilitY 'fcir a stUdent'eltartii`ng? liow much- '----.-

2: titiide.sho-Uld the, ep:identshaVe in' 'Aking_their oWn,4ecisions,,un-
,assisted by eith r facullY or snpervisorS? s ,' s ,,, /

. LAnd _
thi d,'-4eSeaich' must help educators ansWer the follow.'

ink:4,11k Are- he- learning'ouleomes assbciated -with Spec-Hie slime.
,

'-',tures and-inet 6ds,of-fiegsxperience education? What,is the result
wheir'stitdent corhpletea Segment of their acadeinio,studies and ,,'

-',then begin -th ir-wOrk.expetience,, when they study and wOrk sirnul- :

.,tancotislyAA -when,,they-Ancorporate_theirslield, work into/ their,
,

studies as one of many'courses? , '"' s

_The -p'r pOse& research must also ,itikly the'assiniilative cApa6-..
ity-, of work rganizatio to absoik leainerss under_.sevel coridi
dons. In Order to..detel e the appropriateness or a site, academic
institutions *51 to know the restrictions that'a gritnlvork-Organi-

. z

. .

zati6n- will ,place oft-the program-and the students: Thus, oroliza-.
dons should be-Sureyed to, diic6ver Wkether or not they interid to

=pay_studenti, ,whetlier lot riot--work supervisors might Affiliate With
school, and mthich costs will 1*-borne by the organization, the

sehtiol or both, and whether or not-placements remote front;the
hOoPs supervision are acceptable. \

The,research should also i4entify the:availability of diverie
ategories, or positions within the'work organ4ations to accommo2 :

'date.learners in various stages,' including fifteen- to twenty.-five-ye
old_highlschool. ancLeollege students,_ unemployed persons of all .

ages, underemployed persons of all ages', and semiretired, persons.
The research should yield results- thatibc0 educators and\ other offi-

cials can- find sufficient to set local policies regarding Work-learn

programs. s

Support Local. Eicperintentation. Second, -assuming that the
emphasis on work-learn programs will_continue to increase, federal,
state, and local support is needed:to insure*their success. Because'of

... the experiniental nature of these prograinsea:greater financial IQ is
incurred than in traditional curried-la., yninediate dnd
tional priority should be placed on prOviding financial support for

y different types or work-learn\ programs at the local levelOuch .
sijpport could be provided though student vouchers or-through per
capita allocations, and this sapport should encourage the Widest
possible spectruin of choice ano.ng :program structures 'and meth-

. ,

ods. Such support would provide the piOgrAm base \ from which
assimilatwe capacities can be tested, -and learning autcomes_ev

1

_uated.



- . .,
; .With,su financial support, neW progtarn "Couio,Continue to

dev hip, nurtured -by':lacal initiatiye, local kr gram cOntrol,-' and
166.1' 'and_ nonlocil funds. There is ho clohlyt i ii-,:echicators' in a,

,
-comniuhity kno-w more about theifr specafit ne 'than lirge govern-
mental agencies, ahd the pattern ,of', lacideo

, -. -- ,.; .

,-..,
_should be num-,

tiined. llowever, local' decisiOrt.mak4ig 'en ampetred by_
, --- ,.t f ' - - ,

general la& nof 'I knoWledge about- reinlfs o 0i:weft:in
rograms elseWhere in the- country.,It iS as if-the.whe--el were-being

I . ..t . % , , ,vented, simultaneously by 400 different draftsment There,fore a -.. . .

derally. Supported- coordinating agOn.gy:-.shouldle egtaPi'shed,to.

v. 2.
nate research and. prograrri infofinitwn on

Establish -a Cootierative Network oXlirogra -4,4, gens
s. Third, a network Of Fooperative Support d be-

. - .,
aolished\to prdvide ,sun-ogate administratiye ceS

, , , 661S -'-

colleges with geogrephically remote ivorklearn prbgraiiisi.
ally; these\ agencies 'would be located in cities where rhajchwo
()nullities abound; ahd the agencies would set-va..any cobperat,
experiential program that wished to-place a student in that a

, , . . I
lty members from' cooperathig sail:tots-would-join the adrnhiii-

f I i

ve staffs of th se agencies to provide academic-leaclerslhg---and ,
_ . ,

:sup o .
. . .

_.

4.,
Such programs are needed to b ance_supply anA &mind for-

loc assimilative capacity, to provide ross-cultural experiencei for
eac campus, and to m et unusual educ bona' needs of specifi '-stu-

. I
den s. The Mt. Vernon College Cente fOr Washin h -Lprnin

. Op unities_is_an_exaingle_of_such_an ageney:_and_mt anY-_5thooli"- ----
.

'hay similar administratife arni in a ie-t3 of locition, .1:Int; fo. . .-
thicuse of remote centers is large_ uricoordinate4lkihigh

tine onomical in its use of administrativ ftmds, and lacki;the- fie-
f '

involvement available in the home puses. A network bli
co perative support' agencies, on the o handr-could prelduce

porary campuses in which learners uld enroll during the
wo k-learn:portioris of their education th t sfiould take glace far '

their hdme campus. Learning propos s would be arralfgecl it _

h home campus. and irnplemented under the direction and tute-!- -- !

-Id e of reshknt faculty members at the c perative agency.. This
n' wOrk shoUld- be established as .i 'natio priori and then .:

nded and stiffed from loeal resources. I

With full- support and vigorous admin stration, ese steps, , I

s o u I d increase the educ tional systsm'si_ con ution to societal
.- _ _ . .

ealth and firoductivity. hey sholdd_ red ce -cdsts '1ofconfused
hoices, frequent aliena 11.,. and inagprop at-ep paration currently.. 0

facing those undergoing:a personal trans' ion fro school to work.
_
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oió of pop3datin naf2nancia1 re ourees haigreat7,
inpaeeon student enrollments in education,

demographic arld etgrip. ic
..inN6nces 'oh; the: growth: A!!'d

de lin-e _of -higher edu

steph-eh iarroil
peter a. morrison

Owing to a confluence of dembgraphic and clononuc lorcc,, higlise

teenth century that reachcd its pe in the m d-1960s That era' .:.

education-entered-uparv-a-remarka .era oFgq- .1i-in-the-rim:-

ended abruptly early in the 1970s as a new con iguration of demo-
grapbie and economic:.forces emeried. &Om the old. The rate of

wih in enrollments suddenly slackened,- and the'euphoria of the
1960swhen enrollments grew, faster than in any Iprevicnis decade
since the Cii.;i1 War- gave' way to widespread concern foilthe survival
of higer education.

. . , .

Fjurther growth tif the higher eancation system is likclir, to be ,--
slow at best. Indeed, pressures for contraction may intensify. COM-
munity colleges, however, oCcupyi a distinctive pcisition in the
higher:education system; the otillook for them' is /probably less
bleak than it is for overalLcolieg enrollments. Nevertheless, they

. ,, ,. must formulate their future staffing and capital investment plans
with a weather cye on, the trends that-affect' higher education as a,
Whole; and on the'eiceptional aspects of thc;se trendS as the affect

e two-year college*sector. . .

. ,

101,
.
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, in:- this. Chapter; we -present -a : escription Of'., the ,nation
demographic and economic context -of_higher cducatipn-, and offer
interpretations of what it portencts. We,are,nOt foolikenough. to
attempt to 'forecast he exact fdtdre course Of 'the 4ends we -de-
scribe; rather, we attemPt tei help edueational planners adapt read!
ily lt what ttte futhre may bring.-

, v.

'
4 , .1.1.

a t trend5 in enrolinfents

.

.
In the century preceding 1970, enrcill s in higher educa-

tion- grew steadily-at-an 'annual avcrgc rate ol abodi-5-percent, .--

egularly doubling every fourteen or fifteen years. The 1970$
shered in a fynnatnentally,.new era. Between 1969)and 1974, de. ,
ee-credit enrollmen'ts.rose by only 19 percent, in contrast to the

60 percent growth experienced. between 1964 and i 969. As the--en-
.' rollifient curve flattened, so did .the growth of -fin ncial suff-port,
-which had more tha tii d during the 1960s The number of 'nsti
tutions of higher e hcatio khad doubled betweenr 1940 and 1970,
totaling more than 2700. i the latter yeali of that\increase, the
growth:of cornmuni y colleges z-accounted for nearly two thirds. By
1970,,,the 211 two-year instinitions of.1940 had tncreard to about
1000 jnnio-r and community colkges, enrolling sortie two million
siudenti. Few new colleges and Uiiiversil ICS have opened since 1970;

\ however, a nurriber have dosed their doors and many mOre appear
_.

. :to be-on the brink of doing so.
An expariding-pcipulation-buoycd-up and carried along the

growth' of the higher gducation system. But rapid increars in en-
I.'rolline'nt rates, largely stimulated by economic forces, .1 e t even-

morg impetus. Al(hough the population of the United St ths ap-
,

proximately quintupled between 1870 '. and 1970, population
growth alone accounis for' less than one third of the groWth7=-in: en-

\ rollments for seven of the past tell decades._

4

ographic context of higher education

Three aspeets-c, -recent demographic_.change bear on current
enrollment patterns hi higher education and the outlook for the fu-
lure: (1) the widely varying size of cohorts born since the late
1940s, (2) the pattern of 'child spacing during the same period; and

.--(3) age-selective migration (Morrison, 1976).
Changing Size of Birth Cohorts. The central feature of the

ographic context Is the roller-coaster curve of the birth rati



coVer the past tbyee decades. The-baby boom saw birtbs ingreap
frOin 2.9 million in -194 4. to annual levels:of--.3.6 'to 4.3 million
between 1947 -and.1966, Thereifter, tertilitypeasuresbgan to de-
cline slArply, signaling the onset of a baby bust, and by the early,/
1970s births numbered only- 3.1 to V million annually. .

The term, periktqlsisthe spasmodic process by which, a
pythcin sWillows a pigis- an apt metaphor for how the Onited-

,

Staid; is absorbing the baby sboom and bust. The most apparent
feature of theyopulation's age distribut;on is the baby bOom bule
(per-sons aged ten to twenty-eight ----in 1975) moving through succes-

_

sive age bourdaxies=he leaclrng edge-of this bulgepers-ons now in---
their lite 20s-crowded the nation's elementa,ty schools in the earl
1950s and moved on to crowd the'secondar-k- schools in_ the earl
1960s. Collegs and universities were then overrun y eighteen-year-_,
olds in the Os .

Jece mmeting birth rat s have left a relativi deuth of
children under about ten years of agel For eve4liundred_ children
under five years 6ld in 1965, there.were only seventy-eight in-1975.
This shrinkage began .to affect eleinentary schools in the late 1960s
and the secondary sclziools in the mid-1970s.-Beginning in the early ,
1980s, the nunibers of persons in the traditional college-going,age
range (eighteen to twenty-one) will diminish and co-ntinue to Shrink
through the mid-1990s. The population aged ltwenty-two to thirty-
four will contitte to increase sharPly thro gh-about.1980, but its
growth yvill havedceased by the 1990s

Afthoiigh the baby boom and-bust a e common knowledge,
another fertility-related influence is little rec gnized arid its implica-

uence results from the
was marked by a high

h these_ cohorts novt;
esting

es that have several chil-
time. For familits of a
950s npw mean that the
several children is corn-
me. This haThinger of

tions have scarcelY been examined:This in
Schedule of pdsk1950 childbearing, which
fertility level' and closely spaced births .

maturing-t-ege age, that-schedule is rn
ling squeeze"a ?ging incidence of farml
drenwithin thee_coilege ages. At the same
ffiven size, closel, spared births in the.late
.economic burden of a college educatIon fo
pressed into a comparatively short 5pan o
tbings to ebme will force at least some amilies to reconsider the
abstract advantages of a four-year college education for the young-

.est child at a time of concrete economic need. The result may be a
.

shift from a high-tuition private to a low-tnitionpublic.institution,
from a four-year to a two-year institution, oi simply less encourage-
ment to attend college at ill. This disturbing fablenis almost entirely t--



_

economic contextof higher eduCation:,.. ,

speculative, of "cours,c; since we faCk data `on .how amilies Ittu: y
react to' the pressures of a: sibling squeeze.

_Age-selectipe Population Movements-With' ,the deeline,in the
birth rate; differential gronrth patterns betWeen nne locale and'an-
other depend' heavily on- migration, which 'is a highly seleCtive
proems.' Migrants consist., largely of young adults, agecteightCen to
..thirty.-fiVe; an influx -of neW residents thus adds disproporticinate----,
Ili:Umber* proSpettiVe full= pr., part:tithe college attendee's, .Ari
example of. how migratory growth 'alters local agestruCture can, lie-
seen 13 contrasting San Jose; California, and Buffalo, New York

,

opolitan-areas"nearly-identical in -size in- -1970.-While-Sarr
pulation more' thin tripled between 1950 ahd 1970, most-
se of -migration, Buffalo experiencea subkantial nee- out-
n Their age distributions reflect their different growth pat-
7 percent of San Jose's 1970 population was in the twehty
-four age bracket, comPared with only 30 percent-of Buf-

two rn
Jose's
Jy beca
migTatu
terns:
to for
falo's.-

Although-the effeetof age-selective migration is rarely very
pronounced, disproportionate demand for higher-education can be
anticipated in certain rapid-0317,4h regions--Lstatcs like Florida,
Nevada, and Arizona, or metropolitan centers like Orlando, San
Jose, and Phoenix. The greater prothzt-tion of younger adults could
.mean levels of demand for higher education significantly higher..
than would be predicted by -the absolute size of the local populai
tion. Conversely, unexpectedly low levels-of derndnd are likely to
be expenenced in slow-growing ald declining regions and metro-.

, .

politan centers.. The effects of these patterns are likely =to be espe-
cially sharp for the locally oriented conimunity college sector .

During the 1950s and 1960s, economic factors -and public
poLicies Logspired to majntain a high rate of return to college at- 4
rtendance and to stimujate ever-increasing enrollment rates. By the
early 1970s, however, labor Markets had became inundated b
college-educated workers, giving rise to a quite different configura-
tion of economic forces. We will briefly review the econinhic con-
text of higher education prior to 1970. Then we will discuss some
of the contemporary conseqtiences of that experience and hs eco:""7`
nomic aftermath.

Pre-1970 Caztext. The post-World War II. era of rapid cco-
nomic growth was accompanied by- eiVen more rapid increases in the



emand for college-educated ,workers. In the private seetOri groWtb
was concentrate& in the- Profes-siOns `"and in sudi induitries as fi--,

inance, insuran4e, ,f.,hemical4 petroleum, electronice,yand; aircraft,:
whole workforee ,had traditionally aceounied,for a disprqportiori-,
ately large ShareAaf the jobs "filled by college graduaig. Theexpan-

1
,

:sion of demand fOr college-educated' workers wag ,egualIT vigorous,
in the public sector. The "federal bureaucracy (whHt.nOw- empjloys'
one in six rnalet ceillege graduates) and state ,ancljocid, government -
(also rarge eMployerq of college-educated manpower) greW rapidly,

/-,1
in the p9stwar era. Of specialirnRortanee wag tile grciwth_of elemen-
tary and secondary education, itself propelle&by die baby boom.'
The perceutage of all jobs that-'1,4ere piofessiOnak or managefial.(an
index of the demand for college-level manpower) rose from eigh-

.

teen in 1950 to twehty-fotir by 1969 (Freeman, 1975a, p. 13)
To- a considerable extent, the higher education sYstem fed on

itself. Its rapid ekpansion demanded more college faculty, thereb
stimulating expan%ci of postgraduate education. During the 1960s,
many %ccillege gradoa s ivere channeled into postgraduate schools

_

rather than directly into , the lab& force; that trend was so marked
that the Proportion of college graduates among all new labor-fprce
entrants actually declined. In effee4-large nuntheri of college grad-
uates were in a postgrtduate holding pattern.

Also-, there; was:a growing itendency for employers to seek
college-trained PeoP1.9.!, for jobs_that rea4 did not re:quire higher

_ education. A coliegeeducation provided an emiiloyer with_eyidence:
.of the employee's stability, reliabilityand talent. It also lint a cér
tain- prestige to theetnployer,

--While thesefactors combined to maintain i-high level oE
.1:Venefits accruiriettollege kriduates econolnie fiCiort and public
policy decisions cnrnbine&fo ease the econorkie-burdenS:of goin'Oo
college.- A.growing-V6ss nationbl prodtict ttanslat-d into-65ring
family i'ncomcs: nore uW rnor fan-lilies Could afford the Costs of
room ani&oarci,jiihm, fees, and-bog (direct costs) and the fore- .

gone o college-goer- (opportonity costs) associated ,With
,college atten - -7

.

`[..`
Federal- and-itatejgovernmkrits have' profoundly affecled the

possibilities (and isPirAtiong) for liigher edtication by' providing sty-.,
dent linaridal-a}d/di&-plasidiied public higher education:zAparf
front 11-.4 G`I. Bill, filleralrefiOirts began )n 1958 with the National
Defense-Edlijation'Aci twhich authorized low-interest loans -to stu-
dentg) ,'ancf-,have consislengy expanded lince then: College Work-
Study wasladdedin-1-964,and-Educational Opportunity Grants and

1 0



rGuaranteed.,Student Loans in 1965. 'In 1972 Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant§ and State Schoraiship Incentive Grants became
available. Growth of stal.te support for higl;er, educati6n has been
even more impressive.

A particularly important facet pf -state_fiigher educational .

suppqrt ig the 'errirgerice; during the 1960s,,of eXtensive tiro-year
college systems, ki most of the, populoieStates. Tuition in thesé
institutions is gerierally low or nonexistent, and 'admission is-genet.-,
ally quite open Low-cost, nearby, relatively open higher educa-
tional institutions_have ,been_rn4de? aVairable . to an_ever-increasing_....,

' propyition of thenatiOn's high'school graduates.

-
'Contemporary 'Conseriences. This cdnstellation of forces-In

operation-prior to the 197 0 s gave rikse t a highly unstable pattern
of evenes that sim ld oi 13-ec drilled The persistent highp y con n .

evel of demand for college gra: tes had combined' with. easiet
_ ,

acce rss to higheeducation to si3 enYollment rates throughout the
1950S and 1960s. The- pfessure of the draft and the civil rights
movenient; which stimulated enrollments among the black,popula-
von, had reinforced the upward-la-end m.-enrollment rates. Fin ly,
the eighteen- to twenty-year:eldspopulation was expanding rapidli.
The joint product of these fdrces Was in explosive increase in the
annual numbers of college-graduates. About 388,000 people won
bachelor's 'degrees in 1962, about 558,000 in 1967, and over
876,000 in 1972a 125 percent increase over thq comparable figure
only a decade earlier-

By the early 1970s,.'succesiively larger ranks or riew college
graduates brought their drPlorhai to ,the labor force each year.'
Moreover, the higher educational attainmek of you;ger cohorts
meant -that a substantially larger percentage of new labor force en-

, .
trants than of the total labor force wat'college educated. Unfortu-
nately, the shaip increases in the percehtage of, college gaduates
among new labor force entrants was not matched by the numerical
growth of high-levelPositions in the,labor MarketThe long-term
upward trend in' the ratio of the kinds 'o obs college graduates
traditionallY entered to total jobs leveled off. _

Labor markets soon were swainped with. college-eçlucated job
seekers. Salaries of new college graduates declined relativ to thos"
of other Workers, and substantial proportions of .college-educated
workers began to enter .what had been regarded asNlower-status'

,

occupations. Between 1961 and 1969; the real earnings (adjusted
for changes Ake consumer price index) of ne Coll'ege graduates

,
increased 2 to 4 percent annually. In connist, the real, earnmgs o
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year-round full-t me wbrkers in general grew about 2 percent an-
nually.19etween 1969 and 1974, however,, the earnings of new col-
lege graduates failed to keep pace with inflation--,-declining in real
terms by 2 to 5 percent annually, while the real parnings. of workers
in general were essentially unchanged. During .the Sirst half of the
1970s the .real earningi of new college graduates felt by 11 tp 25
percent, depending on field and degree (Freeman, 1975a, p. 7)

This decline in the relative earnings and labor market Oppor-
tunities of college graduates is relleeted today in a sharply reduced
economic rate of return for college attendancethat is, the gap be-
tween expected lifetime earnings of college and high school grad-
uates. ,Beiween 1959 and 1969, the rate of return for college
,hovered at about 11 percent. By 1974, it had fallen to 8.5 percent,
1. 23 percent decline in only five years (Freeman, 1.975b).

The declining econbmic value of a college degree 'has had a
decided effect on the rafe at which males have enrolled in college.
Between 1969 and 1974, the eaollment rates,of eighteen- to nine-
teen-year-Dld males fell. from 44 to 33 percent; for twenty. 'ID
twenty-orte-year-old males, it fell. from 45 to. 34 percent (U.S.
Bureau ot thb Census', 1970 and 1975). ComparahleAanges for
women were minimal. There was little change in the enrollment
rates of older men and women over the same perio

107

future ou look

In this chapter we' have des-critied and interpreted certain
trends in order to illuminate futurg contingencies. ln-looking to the
future, we underscore three principal points.

First, owing to major swings in fertility following World War
II, demographic pressure that made for increased enrollments in the
palt will dissipate at the traditional college-going age range, but con-
tinue at the somewhat older ages, when people are commonly
drawn back to higher education, especially to community colleges.
For the population eighteen to twenty-one years of age, the imme-
diate outlook is for a sharply reduced rate of growth compared with
recent years and, eventually, decline. For the population tWenty-
two to thirty-four years of age, on the other hand, the ontlook is
for rapid expansion through the early 1980s, tapering off therpfter
and followed by an era of decline commencing later in that decade.
Second, since the present oversupply of college-educated persons is
likely to persist for more than a few years, it is likely that the gap
between the expected lifetime earnings of college and high school
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graduates will continue to harrow.-Finally, in light of the high and
rapidly rising costs associated with college attendance, it is reason-
able to anticipate sontinued low rates of college enrollment corn-
pared with the jate 1960s and, possibly, further decline in 'these \

rates.
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A wide range of incen ives is needed to
ac1lit ate the transition from school to work

the probl m of incentives

lewis c. solmon

This paper assumes that the community .colleges can serve as a
facilitating institution through which eighteen- to twenty:two-year-
olds will pass en route to the labör market after high school. The
high school graduates who use this mechanism are inadequately pre-
pare& for direct entry into jobs, for several reasons: lack of skills.
yalued in the labor force; insufficient knowledge about skills in de-
mand and inadequate high school training for jobs that ate in
demand; poor preparation for the world of work; and ignorarice of
desirable behavior that is expected by employers. This -papvr fur-
ther assumes that community colleges have now, or could deyelop,
programs to provide training in both vocational and sociakkills use-
ful in the world of work. The problem is to encourage a potential
clientele to avail themselves of C mmunity college programs and to
encourage support, both internal and external, for the fultdevelop.
ment of such programs.

identifying constituencies

In order to achieve full development of the potential of the
community colleges it is important to understand the benefits that
will accrue once these ends are obtained. Benefits to all reloiant
constituencies must be explicated and before this can be done, all
these constituencies must be identified. These groups include:
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students and their families, members of the college community in-
clucling faculty, administrators and counselors, business people
including employers and employees, and others who. decide on
funding of programs, including government bureaucrats and legis-
lators and the larger general public. It must be recognaed that for
many of these groups benefits conflict: to benefit one group may
mean imposing costs on others.

Here, it is assumed thal The role of the community college
will be not only to augment the skills of participatin-g students bur
to work:with employers iri developing informational and experien-
tial cooperative programs that will facilitate ultirnate movement of
students in to'full-time work settings.

.

the students'

, The student will have to weigh potential benefits of the com-
munity college experience against his or her costs. These costs con-
sist primarily of the foregone earnings resulting from delay of entry
Lrito the permanent labor force, and of loss of up to twd years of
seniority. Of course, earnings from work while in school or from
financial aid reduce /he opportunity cost. If programs can be accel-
erated, seniority reductions can be minimized. Benefits'to students
Lnclude increased later income and job satisfaction resulting from
(1) ultimate entry into the labor -force with greater marketable
skills, (2) a bettdr understanding of .the work ethic, and (3) holding

31' of a job better matched tb individual tastes. Participation in ese
programs is intended to provide the student with more inform ion
of job avlability arid job requirements as well as with new skills.

employers

Employers will incur costs from these progams as well. Most
directly, there probably will be some expectations that firms will

pay students during times when they are working. Even if this has
not been the case to date, payment of students will not only add
realism to the work experience, but will also encourage greater
responsibility dining work. However, in all likelihood, Student
korkers will not be productive enough -to justify whatever salary
they receivehence the employer cost.

Moreover, student workers probably will add other costs t9
the firmsome disruption, and time df supervisors and community
college liaison officers. Those already employed niay feel threat-
ened by the nCwcomers and this may affect their work.
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. an order to induce empl 'yers to incurnese costs, potential
benefits must be explicated. Alt ough student workers could pOten-
tiallymprovide the firm with some services at below .market prices,
the net effect is probably the opposite. However, firms could berr6-
fit if they-use the cooperative program forTaint scouting, th idFn-
tify students whom.they would like to rt>tkain after griluation. A '

,

look at a pbeential employee in the work setting must have 'advan-
tages. over the usual interviews, lefters of reference, and screening
by educational attainment.

. Also, firms would be able to determine what types cif jobs ....x
would be best suited to particular employees fmcfwhal typeS of eri
p oye9 would be best for particular jobs. rims would also be able,
to evaluate the nature and aspirations of youths a ut to enter the,
labor force and so redesign certain jobs. and 1 kg tb better suit
'4hose who will hold them. By informingVudent worgeis"about job,

. -
prospects and job requirements, firms can expect future aPplicants
to be better prepared and more realistic and hence, nfore satisfied
and more producthess time will have to be sPent in training and
socializing workers once they begin to work permVently.

A final potential benefit to employers is often ignored. Many
members of the V1inoritl4ommunities hold rigikpreferences for
certain products and prejudices'against others that -areproclueed by
firins reputed to hI've been discrimiAatory in hiring in earlier tim
Ceiltain 19w-income groups also ,Ire simply unaware of certain pro
ucts and.certain firms. Cooperative education programs can increase
sales of firms disliked or unknown by minorities by disproving old
ideas Ikalit discrimination axid by increasing awareness of certain

'products. -ip

educatioNl'iostitutions,

Students probably will be the group most easily induced to
support programs proposed in this volume. This is particularly true
of, students who have had problems moving directly ,from high
school to work. If a youth is une4loyed, the opportunity coit of
attending a community college is merely the value of his leisure
time rather than the value of lost earnings. Employers will probably
be the Most difficult to comince, since costs to them are immediate
and benefits obtainable only indirectly and over a longer term.
Hence, in all likelihood, a.cceptance by educational institutions, the
comMunity Colleges in particular, will be pivotal in gaining national
acceptance of postsecondary cooperative education progrrams.

The situation for the community colleges, however, is c in-
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plicated. Although this segment of postsecondary education has)
been (and probably will continue to be) least affected by enroll
ment. declines, community colleges still muft be concerned with
course enrollments to provide jobs for faculty. Of ccitirse, the large
proportion of faculty thaf is part-time gives community c
more flexibility in -this regard than is available for four-year
tutions.

It is presumed that cooperative prograins would include-so
credit for work experience and this does pose some-threat to size of
student eourse,enr011ments. HoweVer; if it ean be shown that coop-,
etative programs result in fewer students dropping %it befo-re corn-,
pletion of programs, the net result is probably a walla. In additibn,
if cooperative programs can be shOwn tobe more effective in pro-
viding jobs,- community colleges will be able to lure more high
school graduate& into postsecondary training and atulact some siu-
dents away frort4 the four-year schoali.

More serious is the implied increase in -contrdl oirer commu-
nity- college curricula by business firm's' and other grotips external tb

,
the c011eges. If firms agree to participate in cooperative p-rograms
they are going to want' to have more say In prdgram development,.
.cletermination of criteria of success, and so on. To'the extent that
faeulv 4nd administrators perceive they osing cqatrot, they
prolklaly wftl resist innovation.

11:13, addition, since cooperative programs are able to stite ex-, ,
plicit pcogram goals, they are more susceptible to real evaluation.
TcS date, valuation of postsecondary programs (generally, not just
in the cotirmunity collegei) has bean weak if not nonexistent. Fear
of More direct and stringent evaluation may be another reason-for -
resistance by the community colleges. However, if it .can be estab-
lished that cooperative prograrns work .(as has been shown for sev-
eral programs) the community colleges may be willing to participate -
despite risks inherent in greater scrutiny. Perhaps evidence of prior
succe,sses is a prerequisite for acceptance by the colleges.

Clearly the counseling function takes on new impo-rtarice in
comniunity college programs designed to assure jobs, particularly
better jobs, for graduates. This fact both imposes risks on and
opportunities for the'community colleges.-The opportunities arise if
cooperative programs can be used as arguments for greater funding
of counseling services in the community olleges. The-risks arise if
new responsibilities are imposed on a profession generally inade-
quate to its tasks because of poor training and poor furuling.



the public

mally,,the tdtimate arbitrator in the decision-to implement
co erative postsecondary clograits IS the general public, as.repre-

.

senjed liy;vatious local, state,.and federal governments, which
provide the bulk of the financingIn addition to olaious tax dol-

.Jars, what costs must "the ,nonparticipating 'public pay? What bene-
fits will they get? Cleatly, some voters will obtain benefits described
above, since they are students, business employers, or eddcators.
However, additional ,benefits May derive from reduced unemploy-
ment and thus not ordy.from A decline .11; u ;nemployment insurance
payments, but also from a deelifie in sdcial unrest.

Better-trained workers, matched to apgropriate jobs, are
-more satisfied and more productive. Job turnover would ..be re-

duced, apd the national product would be increased. If a segment of
the 'potential labor force delays entry info the world of work frpm
seventeen or eighteen years of age to twenty-one or twenty-two,,the
oversupply of reltively unskilled workers will dedine (if popula-
tion of younger ages is larger). This decline should firm up salaries
of those already in the labor force.

conclusion

The purpose of this essay was to discuss possible incentives to
encourage the development of a new system to facilitate the transi-
tion of youth from Achool to. work. Most generalizations of, incen-
tive approaches are obvious, if not tritt. Anything that increases the
potential tenefits or reduces costs of the new system %ill encourage
its adoption -and success. Thus, the systein should attempt to learn
from earlier experiences, attract the best talent, ,be accessible to
thoie most-. able to benefit, and do whatever else 'is, necessary and
possible .tO maximiie benets.

floweVer, benefits, musenot only exist (o'r promise to exist);
the}, must also be commtinicated, advertised, put forth to all constitu-
encieS. Careful thought Must be given to ramificatio'ns for all those
%vim will be affected, not. only. for, the students who j3articipate.

On thb other side,-costs of the new progrants must be mini-
mized, keeping in mind the need to spend enough to achieve reason-
able goals. One obvious variable, is efficiency: automated teaching
where possible, nonduplication of services, and locating community
colleges near soureekof students to, reckuce travd time.
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At ti es, cost reduCtion has been-interpreted as meaning sub-
sidization. Clearly, costs- tO students can be minimized by higl;

./
s olarshipg. Costs to employers, can be eminated by paying par-

gating firms, rattier than having thern pay student ,employees.
Costs to institutrous'can be kept low if all new tasks are''Cokered by
huge infusions of.federal, state, or local .aid.

All t e`se Methods of reducing costs to particular constituen-
cies through subsidization imply costs to others in sOcIty. IrLan

e
1 economic sense, these costs are only acceptablei if net gains to Mdse.'

=

, in society not directly' pkrticiOating in., tlX programs '(all.,_those .

except students,-employers arid educators) are large, at ,least equal
to' the cost pf subsidization.: Social benofils are very difficult to

. . . . _

prove. Hence, the greatest incentive for t sudeessful syStenT is tiot .-
subsidization. It is, rather, the development of an effective arid effi -'

.
i ,....,

.cient set o programs in 'a cost/benefit sense:.
"
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A su ary of theProbleMs and proposed solution
exammed lit tha tssue of New Directions.\

recommenda ions for
practice;'and research

rk b. ginsl?urg
ha y f. silberman

The authors in this issue of New Directions r Community Colleges
have focused on a number of difficulties lated to the transition
from school to work among young people.

he problem of isolation

One problem identified by- several autors is the isolation of
youth during their school atten ance years m the"real world,"
especially from places of work. 1lis Iatior, according to Edward

' Wynne, results in alienation among youth, wiih inektrn has several
antisocial manifestations. One might queStion hether the increased

mdrug use, violent behaVor, and individualrs i a phenomenon asso-
'ciated with the younge enerations or whethe it merely is a reflec-
tion of recent trends in the overall society. N vertheless, an expan-
sion of the typ'es of productive activities a d settings normally
associated with the schooling process seems varranied, if only to
facilitate the development of generalizable socia coping skillg.

Fpr this purpose, it appears that student peed some form of
work experience to supplement the more tr ditional academic
endeavors in the schools. Both Evan Keislar nd Mark Ginsburg
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note, however, that this work experience should be carefull
planned and organize-d-so that young people' will not be thrusefrom
the alienating school environments to perhaps more alienating work
environrnehts. Important aspects of this planning includel (I) op-
portunity to explore .rather than merely perform a task in work-
places, (2) opportunity to observe a variety of role models from dif-,
ferent positions in a variety of organizations, (3) opportunity to
analyze and reflect on one's work experience,.and (4) opporturn
to reeeive systematic and Constructive feedback during and after
one's ,work experience.' The Synanon "game" that Brooks Carder
describes n-light be &I, Lnteresting model for schools and workplaces
to provide for the opportunities for analysis/reflection and con--
structive feedback.

A variety, of arrangements are-firoposed for meeting the' needs
of young people. Mark, Ginsburg concludes that the cooperative
educatfon model is potentially useful if more attention is directed
to selecting or organizing educational experiences in workplaces as
opposed to merely placing students in the workplaces. James Taylor
strongly recommends alterations in, the nature of workplaces, -fit
particular implementing -what he calls a "social-technicalidesign"
where the normal hierarchical arrangernents are minimized and the
complexity of tasks performed lay workers is increased. He gees
such redesign efforts as critical to any efforts to achieve educational
goals in workplaces. Jane Permaul suggests that bY itself the process
of creating experiential learning contracts, an integral component ot
most cooperative education programs, would provide the kinds of
experiences to help young people break out of their alienatinig tradi-
tional student role. Robert Meeker sees the answer in restructuring
the' community college into a productive community. In his plan --
students would be both workers and,.,learriers in the same setting.
Drawing on the Synanon copmuhity ex-Perience, Brooks Carder
makes a similar point. That is, one waY Ao ease the isolation of
youth and the difficulties xperienced by youth in making th5 tran-
sition between learner and wyrker statuses is to lessen or eliminate
the distinctions between, aud the age-gradedness of, working and
learning. In SYnanon, and also in the People's Republic of China,
according to John Hawkins description, learning and earning are
integrated throughput the life cycle.

f,

mismatch between training and jobs

Mother problem iden ified by other authors In tin mono-
graph is thelack of: manpower planning or linkages between schools
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on the one hand and business, industry, and government on the- .
Iother. Here thE issue is not so much that youth are isolated from

the real world of work during their schooling years, but that rou-
tinely there is little connection between the jobs -students train for
and those. that in fact exist. Charles Healy made several recommen-
dations for this problem-First, that counselors get to sLudents at an
earlier stage in their schobling career than is presentle case. Sec-
ond, because of the limited number of placement officers, he
recommands thaty couns'elors get to students indirectly by training
faculty mernbers to perform some of the counseling functions. This

,

C training would require counselors to know more about the job mar-
ket.

Of course, it is not possible to ensure that studtrits make
realistic career plans and obtain the requisite preparation. In some.. .

cases very ttle preparation is required. Marcia Freedman docu-
ments the tinkLed extent of formal training that is required for most
jobs, and note that successful training programs must be closely
tied to thfe eventual employing business or indusiry. Several other
authors in this monograph also comment on the necessity of bring-

Ixt.ing other constituencies togethe ith educators to build bridges
between schOoling and working. Pau Barton sees part of the answer
in community 'cow-tells, consisting of educators, employers, union
representatives, students, parents, and other members of local com-
munities.- Such collaboration among school and work sectors of the
society is also evidenced in Latin American aird British systems,
according to Thomas LaBelle and David O'Shea. In addition, the
critical role of some centralized, governmental coordination is iden-

,

titled. O'Shea diagnoses the main cause of the mismatch between
training obtained by moSt eighteen- to twenty-two-year-olds and
the type of jobs available as the lack of status accorded to voca-
tional (as opposed to liberal arts/academic) education. He reco
mends that this status inequality be resolved by a dual education

,system patterned after the British system. ,

implcrnenatlon problems

Still other authors in this monograph address themselves to
issues of implementation in, attempting to solve both the problem
of youth isolation and the mismatch of training and jobs. Janet
Licherman focuses on the constraints in the structure of the corn-
munity colleges, the many conflicting functions that the commu-
nity colleges seiVe, and the great range of interests and abilities of
the community college stydentepopulation. In looking at coopera-
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five education as a fruitful mode} she identifies another major
stumbling block: the academic orie tation of faculty, N, "vhich is rein-

,

forced by the incentive structille that obtains. She recommends
careful selection and training of new faculty. As Mark Ginsburg's
analysis suggests, suCh efforts might also' be needed for job-site
supervisors.

Robert Bolan indicates diat the workplace is not the infinite
source of jobs and educational experiences that is often implied in
the prop.osed solutions to the school-to-work transition problem.
He sukgests systematic\ resegch into the capacities of 'various wbrk
settings, not only for 4O-viding sfots for young people, but also for
fostering certain kinds of educatignal outcomes He recommends
support- for local experimentation with innovative work-learn ar-'
rangements. Stephen Carroll -and Peter Morrison's demographic
forecast suggests a favorable environment for such experimentation
in the community colleges, which are likely to obtain a greate
share of the future clientele in higher education.

Finally, iri an attempt io provide soMe direction to the solu-
tion of these implementation problems, Lewis &Anon recommends
that the various direct and indirect constituencies involved,in any
reform effort be-identified, and that the benefits accruing to each
party be advertised while attempts- to minimize costs to each con-
stituency are launched.

concluding remarks

There' are no facile solutions for the multiple problems a o-
ciated with the scho-ol-to-work transition among eighteen- to
twenty-two-year-olds. The issues are complicated by differing goals,
a heterogeneous youth population, and, the differences among
workplaces. It will be exlremely helpful, although difficult, to clar-
ify the goals, type of youth, and type of workplace.

A statement about needed research is the customary closing
for a monograph of this kind. Applying that tradition to the prob-
lem of school-to-work transition could easily consume more pages
than allowed by our publisher, but there are a few important cate-
gories of research that should accompany the recommendations for
educational practice that appeared in this issue.

First, we need better data on youth socialization patterns. It
is very difficult to monitor the status of the school-to-work transi-
tion problem. Presently, one must go to numerous unrelated
sources to find out how youth spend their time at home at school,

1 0



at work, or at.Play. Stafisdcs on 'youth problerns and youth contn-
butions to society are quite fragmented. There are many gaps in our
view of school-to-work transition in America. We also need detailed
data on best cbrrent practices. Ptojects designed to ease the school-
to-work transition need to be carefully reviewed and the genuinely
promising projects separated from uncritical poiiiive self-reports of
.hewly labeled conventional practices. For the promising projects,
applicable target groups, treatment procedures,, costs, results, and
rnaterials,should be dscumented and disseminated. Even more im-
portant thah-descriptions of the alternative educational treatments
are deseription's-of the special organizational arrangements and ad-
ministrative incentiVes that make it possible for those project treat-
ments to become a regular part of the mainstream operation of the
educational institution. Too often today's promising projects are
based on temporary grant money or are isolated from the main
body of the organization. Especially promising projects might serve
as training sites for personnel from other institutions who wish to
initiate similar activities.

Where current practice-does not reveal effective alternatives
for coping with school-to-work transition problems, new hypoth-
eses must be generated and experimentally tested. For example, the
amount and ,quality of supervisidn may contribute greatly to the
effectiveness of field work-experience programsbut only in organi-
zations where students arc provided .challenging tasks on which
strongly valued consequences are at stake. Sifting out the condi-
tions of educationally effective work experience for itudents with
different backgrounds may take extensive research energy, diipensa-
dons from labor, employer, and edttcation authorities, and special
waivers of certain laws and traditions. As we learn more about the
conditions necessary to achieving adulthood and making a smooth

-transition from school to work, we can hope to make more intelli-
gent policy decisions in this chronic.problem area.

1 1
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Addi ion& references,on easing the.transition
from school to work from the ERIC

Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges.

sources and information

elizabeth rinnander

This concluding article provides additional referenc pertinent
the operation of-cooperative education progrdms. All sources are in
the ERIC system, unless otherwise noted.

The list of references inchIcks ERIC documents dealing with
the impact of work-experienee programs, including follOw-bp
studies of stuaent alumni; needs assessment for work-related cur-
ricula; and experiential education. Lack of space prohibits lengthy
description of fhese documents here.

Two basic references (Bender and others,1975; Heermann,
1973) provide the 'lacier with background inrormation concern-'
ing Me development and operation of cooperative education prci-
grams.

references

These ERIC documents, unless otherwise indicated, are aVall-
able on microfiche (MF) or in paper copy (I1C) from the .ERIt
Document Reproduction Service (EDR*, Computer Microfirm
International Corporation, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA 22210.'
The MF price for documents under 480 pages is $0.83. Pricei for
HC are: 125 pages, $1.67; 26-50, $2.06; 51-75, $3.50; 76-100,
$4.67. For materials having more than 100 pages, -add $1.34 for
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each 25-page Increment (or fraction thereof). Postage
added to all orders.

Abstracts. of these and-other documents in the inior College
Collection are available-npon requi-st fronthrCCleIririghoffse
for Junior Colleges, Room 96, Powell Library, University of Califor-
nia,- Los Angeles, CA 90024.

Bracketed publication dates are approximdte. Revised title's
are also,bracketed

Cooperative Education' _ .L

Bender,_L; V., and others. Cooperative Education: Conception to Credibs
ity. Tall ssee, _Fla.: Center for State and Regional Leadership, 1975.
133pp. (E 104 486). Alsb available from the Center for State_ arid Re-
gional Leade ip, Florida- State University, 507 South-Woodward Ave-
nue, Room 225, Tallahassee, FLA 32304 ($2.50).

Heerniann, B. Cooperative Education in 'Co_rnmunity Colleges: A Source .
book for Occupational and General Educators. San Francisco, Calif.:
Jossey-Bass, 1973. (Not available, through EDRS. Orderfroiri Jossey-Basl

,',Publithers, Order Department, 615 Montgomery:Street, San Francisco,
CA 94111, for $8.75.)

Lornen, L. DTo_Develop an Administrative ManUal, for the Cooperative _
Education Progranz at Los Angeles Valley College [California/. Unpub--,-;
lished paper, 1974. 4Opp. (ED 105 941)-

Lomen; L. D. To Develop a Curriculum Manual for the-Cooperative Eduta-
tion Program at Los Angeles Valley College [Californial, Unpublished
paper, 1915. 48pp. (EIX105 942)

MeNutt, D. E. A Comparison of Academic AchieveAent Between,Coopera-
tive Ed\ucation Students and Non-Cooperative.Education Studenh at the
College of the Mainland. Unpublished paper, 1974. 22pp. (ED 101 775) \-1

McNutt, D. E. A Study to Define the Role ofdhe Division of Cooperaiive
Education at the College of the Mainland. Unpublished paper,, 1975.
630p: (ED 107 315).Available in Microfiche only. -

New Horizons in Cooperativelducation: Profect Report. Sa'kMateo, Calif.:
San Mateo Community College bistrict, 1974. 66pp: (ED 100 434)

.New Horizons in Cooperative Education Project Report [July I, 1974,Juhe
30, 19751. San Mateo, Calif.: San Mateo Community College Districi,' ,

F19.75]. 74pp. (ED 112 984)

2. Impact of Worit-Experience Programs
Daly, B. An inalysis of increasing Gr;icle Point'Averages and the Effect (3

Work Experience Grades on:Grade Point Averages at Santa Aim College.
Sania Ana, CaliL : Santa Ana College, n.d. 18pp. (ED 101 789)

Follow-up of 4974 Graduates in`Selected-Technologj, Programs, Lakeland
Community College. Mentor, Ohio; Lakeland Community College, 1975.
Npp.- (ED 104 475) _

Gell, R. L., and Jones, R. F. The Employers II: A Survey of Employers Whe
Have Hired Career Program Graduates' of Montgomery Commupity Col-
lege. RockviV, Md.: Montgomery _Community Cpllege, Office of Insti-
tutional Resech, 1975. 34pp. (ED 112 997) ,

Gold, B. K. Follow-up Sti4d of Dental Hygiene Graduates, 1971.74. Re-
search Study No. 75-5. LOi Angeles, Calif.: Los Angeles City College,
1975. 19pp. (ED 101 783)



Helmstedter, W., and others. The Work Experience Program at Bakersfield
Collegei A Survey of Students, Instructor/Coordinators,- and Faculty.
Bakersfield, Calif.: Bakersfield College, 1976. 67pp. (ED 116 748).

Lucas, -1-A.-Fellow*up-Study.-of--.1975-VoelTech--4ipmni.--_,Research.Report
Series, Vol. 7, No; 6. Palatine, Ill,: William-Rainey Harpei College, 1975.
34pp. (Contact ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges for-ED number;

--, ,

. Needs Assessment for Work-Related Curricula
Fiebiger, L. J. El Paso Manpower Needs Assessment for Educational Plan-

.,

ning Ej Paso, Tex.: El Paso Community College, 1973. I43pp. (ED 110
116)

Lucas J A Market- Analytis of-Proposed New Programs in owing Com-.
rnunity College. Vol. 5,(No. 4. POatine, Ill.: William Ram Harper Col4
lege, 1974. 12pp. (ED 111 481) -

Melville, p., and Roesler, E. The Business-Industry Survey: Its Use in Insti.
tutional Planning. Paper presented at the Annual Weting of ihe Amen
can Educational Research Association, Washington, D.C., March 29-April
3, 1975. 14pp. (ED 104 473)

Nicolet ,Vocational, Technical and Adult Education District Plan, 1976-
Rhinelander, Wis.: Nicola College and Technical Institute, 1975. 148pP.
(ED 101 7929 '

Tatham, E. L., and others. Employer Perceptions of Important Skills,
Knowledge _and_Attitudes for_Cmmexial ArtistsJletropolitari_Kansas
City. Overland Park, Kan.: Johnson County -Communfty College, 1975/
S8pp.. (ED 116 726)

4. Experiential Education
Christensen F A Final Report to the Cooperaiive for the A sessment of

Experiential beaming. Palatine, Ill.: William Rainey ;Harper College)
1975. 61pp: (ED 112 935)

Kray,'E. J. The Structure and Financing of a Program to Assess Experientigl
Learning. Unpublished paper, 1974. 65pp. (ED 101 772)

iray, E. J., and Wyman, B. T. PoUriPs, Procedures and Politics Effecting
("Experiential flaming. ,Unpublished paper, 1975. 107pp. (ED 103 080)

Reyes, R. A Need for Articulation: Sponsored Experiential LearningEl
Paso Community Based Agencies and El Paso Community College. -Un-
published paper, 1975. 23pp. (ED 105 sgo)
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